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[Ur. K. Mathew Kurian] Some of these 
employees have more than three years' 
continuous service in these offices and this type 
of massive retrenchment will affect a large 
number •of people in various parts of the 
country. 1 therefore, request Shri Om Mehta 
to convey this to tha concerned Ministry to 
ensure that all these employees, particularly 
those who have a continuous service, are 
absorbed in various departments against 
possible vacancies. In fact I have already 
written to the Prime Minister and to the Home 
Minister to ensure that something is done. 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
DEPARTMENT OF PARLIAMENTARY 
AFFAIRS (SHRI OM MEHTA) : I assure the 
honourable Member that I will convey this to 
the concerned   Ministry. 

MR.  DEPUTY CHAIRMAN :    The 
House   stands   adjourned   till   2.30  P.M. 

The House then adjourned for 
lunch at eight minutes past .one of 
the clock. 

The House reassembled after lunch at half 
past two of the clock, Mr. Deputy Chairman in 
the Chair. 

MOTION RE  INTERNATIONAL 
SITUATION 

THE MINISTER OF EXTERNAL 
AFFAIRS (SARDAR SWARAN SINGH): 
Mr. Deputy Chairman, I beg to move : 

"That the present international situation 
and the policy of the Government of India 
in relation thereto, be taken into  
consideration." 

Sir, I have no intention to make any long 
statement by way of opening remarks and I 
would prefer to be benefited by the 
observations of the hon. Mem- 

bers and at the end of the debate, I will try to 
sum up the debate and try to answer any 
points that might be raised and also I might 
like to bring the House up-to-date on certain 
matters. Even at this stage, with your 
permission, I would like to say a few words. 
In this hon. House we debated the inter-
national situation in November last year and 
after that many significant events in the 
international world have happened and I 
would, just to initiate the debate, try to give a 
brief account of these significant events. 

I would first of all like to say that in our 
own region, in the Indian subcontinent, things 
have changed considerably over the last 13 
months that have elapsed after the last debate. 

In November, 1972, the Simla Agreement 
was being implemented; but the withdrawal of 
troops had not been completed. That stage is 
over now and that was a significant step 
towards normalisation of relations in the 
Indian subcontinent. Many humanitarian pro-
blems had been created by the unfortunate 
conflict, a conflict which should never have 
taken place, a conflict which was not of our 
seeking, and that conflict had left unresolved 
several humanitarian problems. The most 
significant of those problems was that there 
were hundreds and thousands of people, mem-
bers of the armed forces, civilian employees, 
ordinary civilians, etc., who found themselves 
in territories other than their own and this 
problem had to be resolved and for that we 
again took the initiative, and convened the 
meeting for bilateral talks, talks in which 
Bangladesh did not participate by sitting in the 
conference, but the House is fully aware that 
Bangladesh was kept fully informed and all 
steps were taken after very close consultation 
and agreement with the Government of 
Bangladesh.   This re- 
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suited in the Delhi Agreement and the Delhi 
Agreement is now being implemented. 

Sir, the essence of the Delhi Agreement is 
that those persons who were in territories 
other than their own should return to their 
own territories. As a result of this, three 
categories of these unfortunate people are 
now being repatriated. The prisoners of war 
who were in India under the joint custody of 
India and Bangladesh, are now being sent 
back to Pakistan and this process is 
continuing. The Bengajis who were kept in 
Pakistan against their wishes are now being 
sent back to Bangladesh. There were 
Pakistanis who were in Bangladesh and who 
had expressed a desire to be sent back to 
Pakistan and who had also said that they 
were Pakistani nationals and they are now 
being repatriated to Pakistan. The pace of the 
repatriation could be a little faster. But even 
then we must not forget that over 80,000 
persons belonging to these categories have 
already gone back to their respective 
countries and this process is continuing. In 
between some problems arose with regard to 
the verification, with regard to the claims, and 
these were resolved by our getting in touch 
with Pakistan. 

It may be mentioned at this stage that 
regarding the question of 195 prisoners of 
war who were not repatriated in the first 
phase, those against whom there are charges, 
criminal charges which are to be further 
investigated, their future has been agreed to 
be determined in tripartite talks in which 
India, Bangladesh and Pakistan wiH 
participate and Bangladesh has made it 
clear—and this is a part of the agreetment—
that they wiH be able to participate in 
tripartite discussions only on terms of 
sovereign equality.    This is the present stage 
of 

the process of repatriation. It is proceeding in 
a reasonably smooth manner; but it will take 
some time because the numbers involved are 
fairly large. 

The question of the future of the re-
patriation of Pakistanis who would still be left 
in Bangla Desh after the first phase of 
repatriation is over, has also been agreed to be 
discussed between the three countries in the 
same manner as I have indicated with regard 
to the 195 prisoners of war, who will in the 
meantime continue to be in Indian custody. 

Further steps for normalisation of relations 
between India and Pakistan can be taken up at 
any time, and there are a large number of steps 
that will have to be taken—re-opening the 
communications in various forms, restoration 
of over-flights, normal commercial relations, 
and so on including the eventual restoration of 
diplomatic relations. These are matters which 
can be considered only after this phase is over. 

About our relations in this region with our 
other neighbours, I would like to say only in 
one sentence; They are very good. With Bangla 
Desh we have excellent co-operation and 
understanding. With our neighbours in the 
north; Bhutan and Nepal, our relations are ex-
cellent. We have recently had the visit of His 
Majesty the King of Nepal, and our traditional 
friendship and cooperation have been 
reiterated. There are some commercial matters 
about which some questions were answered the 
other day. These are matters which were 
handled appropriately by my colleague, the 
Minister of Commerce. When commercial 
relations are involved, then there can be 
differences of opinion. But our general 
approach for resolving this or any other matter 
which may arise is one of understanding   and   
cooperation 
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and mutual goodwill and of trying to settle 
these matters in a bilateral manner, in a spirit 
of mutual goodwill and cooperation. 

So far as the rest of the world is 
concerned, I would even at this stage place 
before this House a broad review of the 
situation as we see it from India. 

In Europe, the process of detente, about 
which I made a mention when the debate 
took place on the last occasion, has been 
further consolidated. It is not just an 
expression of desire to resolve the 
differences and a desire to live in an 
atmosphere free from tensions but some 
concrete, tangible steps have been taken 
during this interval. The most significant step 
was the conference on Security & Co-
operation held in Helsinki only about two or 
three months back. This was a significant 
conference because the Foreign Ministers ot 
almost all European countries, after a long 
time, had gathered together in a conference, 
and, after a long time, they were not talking 
of wars, they were not talking of conflicts, 
they were not even talking of balance of 
power, but they were talking of steps that 
should be undertaken in order to consolidate 
the forces of peace, in order to encourage a 
spirit and an attitude of cooperation and not 
of conflict. 

It will not be correct to say that all 
problems have been resolved. But it is a 
significant fact that the Foreign Ministers of 
the European powers got together, they got 
over one important stage and they have also 
agreed now to make further preparations for a 
summit meeting which will be attended by 
heads of Governments. 

Already discussions are taking place at 
two places, in Geneva in the context of 
preparations for the next summit of 

the European countries and at the same time 
other very significant negotiations and 
discussions are taking place in Vienna. These 
are about the efforts that should be undertaken 
to bring about a mutual reduction of arms and 
forces. It is a very difficuft and complicated 
subject and I cannot give all the details 
because it will take too long and also because 
ft is a highly technical and complicated subject. 
But the fact that these talks are taking place—
although at the present moment no significant 
progress has been made—is by itself an 
important event and this type of handling of 
the situation by the European powers is likely 
to consolidate the process of detente and 
relaxation of tensions in Europe. These trends 
are positive as any disturbance, any conflict 
and any confrontation in Europe has its 
ramifications in the rest of the world. It is, 
therefore, a matter of considerable satisfaction 
that in Europe the process of relaxation of 
tension is taking shape and is actually being 
strengthened from almost month to month. I 
wish I could say the same thing about Asia. 
During this interval, that is after our last de-
bate in this House, the greatest event of highest 
importance and significance and a matter of 
concern in Asia has been the Arab-Israeli war, 
a war that shook not only the Arab world. 
Israel and her close supporters, but it had its 
effect on the rest of the world. We are too near 
the event and the House has been kept 
informed about the various steps that have 
been taken in this connection. The most 
significant step has been that the United States 
and the Soviet Union got together and both of 
them worked in cooperation and succeeded in 
bringing about a ceasefire. I would like to add 
that not only the ceasefire has been brought 
about, but also a broad framework in which 
peace could be stabilised m this region has 
been worked out. The 
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relevant Security Council Resolution has been 
accepted by the parties directly concerned in 
this conflict. This Security Council Resolution 
which had been evolved as a result of the joint 
efforts of the Soviet Union, the United States 
of America and the other Members of the 
Security Council has been accepted by Israel. 
It has also been accepted by the three 
countries directly and imme-ditely concerned 
with war, namely, Egypt, Syria and Jordan. It 
has also been accepted by several other Arab 
countries. But it has not been accepted by all 
Arab countries. The essence of this Security 
Council Resolution is that the Arab lands in 
Israeli occupation should be vacated and these 
should be restored to the countries concerned. 
Secondly, it has also been agreed that 
negotiations should start between the parties 
concerned. And in this peace conference, 
other matters will be discussed which might 
make peace in the Middle East more stable. 
Several important conclusions can be drawn 
Irom the last conflict. The world was, per-
haps, progressively forgetting the Middle East 
problem; before the present war started, it was 
a matter, perhaps, which was not of high 
urgency. There were, of course, references to 
the Middle East before the presnt war, calling 
upon the Israeli Government to vacate those 
territories which they had occupied as a result 
of 1967 War. But there was no serious effort 
to implement the Security Council Resolution 
of 1967. And as the Arabs have put it, a 
condition of no-peace no war had emerged, a 
situation which was not to their liking, a 
situation which did not attract the attention of 
the international community with the 
seriousness that the situation deserved. This 
war has de-freezed that situation and now the 
problem that has to be resolved can be divided 
into two parts— immediate effects of war, 
that is. with- 

drawal of the Israeli forces from the occupied-
Arab territories, and secondly, the discussions, 
may be in a peace conference, about which 
some talks are going on even now to make the 
peace durable, meaning thereby that reliance 
on force by either of the two sides to be 
replaced by acceptance of the realities of the 
situation, and to bring about peace in that 
region. There are political implications and 
connotations about —I need not elaborate. But 
this is the significant outcome ot this war. 

Our sympathies in this case quite naturally 
were with the Arabs because we firmly 
believed that justice was on their side. It was 
the Arab land which was under the 
aggressive, illegal occupation of Israel. This 
had to be vacated. We had always taken the 
view that there should be stable peace in this 
legion and the realities should be accepted by 
all the parties concerned. This efforts of ours 
continues and I would also like to say that in 
the international community now, there is 
much greater support tor the Arab cause, there 
ts much greater realisation about the 
correctness of the Arab stand today. Even in 
Europe, particularly in Western Europe. 

On an earlier occasion they had taken a 
somewhat ambivalent attitude with regard to 
the Middle East problem. Off late, the 
ministers of the European Community 
countries have put forward a joint statement 
fully supporting, almost fully supporting the 
Arab cause that all the Arab lands should be 
vacated and also that the rights of the 
Palestanian people should be restored to them 
and these rights should be respected. There is 
in the international community, in the 
diplomatic sense, a very strong support for the 
Arabs, for justice being rendered to them, and 
for getting the Arab territories vacated. 
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The other significant fact which 1 would 

like to mention in this connection is that oil as 
a political weapon has been used for the first 
time in this conflict. It is having its effects, it 
is having its far reaching effects. That is a 
very important aspect and the hon. Members 
may, perhaps, have some contribution to make 
in order to give their own assessment of the 
long-range ramifications and the unravelling of 
all that is connected with it. Sir, the countries 
which were dependent on oil from Arab 
countries—a fairly large number of them—
have already started feeling the pinch. In the 
United States of America and in Europe the 
effect is already there. Then, the other aspect 
of oil which, in a sense, is having a powerful 
impact on the thinking in the international life 
is the continuous increase in the price of oil, 
which, in a sense, is not connected with the 
Arab-Israeli conflict. The oil producing 
countries are separately taking some steps in 
order to get higher price for the crude that they 
supply. That also has an impact upon the inter-
national situation. This is an aspect which you 
may like to consider during this debate. 

As you know, Sir, we ourselves did, for a 
short while, experience the pinch, but I was 
confident that this will be corrected and it was 
corrected within a few days, when Saudi 
Arabia made a clear statement that India will 
be treated as a friendly country and any 
differential cuts will be imposed only on those 
countries whom Saudi Arabia and other Arab 
countries considered as hostile to their 
interests, that India would not be in that 
category and that the cu ls of a differential 
character will not be applicable to India. 

At the present moment I should say that 
cease-fire is still fragile. One of the essential    
conditions    of    the    Security 

Council Resolution was that parties should 
return to the positions occupied by them on 
the 22nd of October, the date on which the 
cease-fire became effective. That has not yet 
been implemented. Talks are still going on. 
The preparations for the holding of the peace 
conference are afoot. One could broadly say 
that the chances of a peace conference being 
held at the present moment are more bright 
than the negative aspects of the situation and it 
is hoped that as a result of that—though the 
negotiations are likely to be very hard and 
very difficult—the chances of an atmosphere 
of understanding being restored in the' 
Middle-East appear to be somewhat better 
today. There may be many difficulties, there 
may be many pitfalls, but, on the whole, one 
could say that these trends are somewhat less 
disquieting. I cannot say that they are very 
favourable, but, they are, at any rate, less 
disquieting and there is some chance of cease-
fire being stabilised and there is a reasonably 
good chance of peace conference being held. 
Of course, the discussions and negotiations at 
the conference are likely to be long but, it is 
good if the parties talk rather than that they 
shoot at each other and, from that point of 
view, it will be a positive development. 

Sir, the situation in Indo-China has to a 
certain extent improved because in Laos also 
the parties have entered into an agreement and 
the desire of the international community is 
that all parties to the agreement should honour 
that agreement. There are still some 
difficulties but an agreement has been entered 
into and there is a chance of an all-party 
Government being installed in Laos. 

Sir, in Cambodia the situation still 
continues to be one of concern and the war-
situation still continues and the matter of great 
concern is that at the 
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moment there is no real dialogue even being 
established between the regime in Phnom 
Penh and those who are opposed to this 
regime and those who are fighting. We have 
contacts with Prince Sihanouk. Our Prime 
Minister had very good exchange of view; 
with Prince Sihanouk in Algiers. We have 
every sympathy for Prince Sihanouk and it is 
our earnest desire tht the peace-loving people 
of Cambodia may be enabled to decide their 
future in accordance with their own wishes. 

During this interval there have been two 
important Conferences, the Non-aligned 
Conference and the Commonwealth Prime 
Ministers' Conference. The facts about this 
have been reported to the House. I would say 
that the Non-aligned Conference this time was 
very significant. Our Prime Minister parti-
cipated in that Conference. It was attended 
by a very large number of Heads of 
Governments, Heads of States and the 
essentials of non-alignment, their 
understanding on international issues, their 
determination to strengthen the economic 
content of this group—(hese were brought 
into focus as a result of declarations and the 
documents that were approved at the end of 
this Conference. The Commonwealth Prime 
Ministers Conference also was significant 
from two points of view. Firstly, for the first 
time the new Prime Ministers of Australia 
and New Zealand, Prime Minister Whitlam 
and Prime Minister Kirk, adopted an attitude 
which was more in tune with Afro-Asian 
opinion in respect of liquidating the remnants 
of colonialism, in relation to racist regime in 
Rhodesia, also about the problems of 
apartheid and racist policies in South Africa 
This was a very refreshing contrast to the 
attitude of the earlier Governments of 
Australia ana New Zealand.    Then for the   
first 

time the important Caribbean leader* played a 
significant role in this Conference and they 
made a very constructive and good 
contribution in several matters of great 
importance. The true multi-racial character 
was prominent and the Canadians, particularly 
Prime Minister Trudeau, played a pivotal role 
not only in organising the Conference but in 
giving it a right trend in order to produce the 
best results as a result of these discussions and 
these deliberations. 

We have recently had two very important 
visits, the visit of General Secretary, Brezhnev 
and the visit of General Secretary—Husak. 
Secretary-General Husak is still in our country. 
He is now visiting other parts of our country. 
The discussions have been concluded and the 
joint declaration and other documents that 
have been signed are intended to be published 
today by the time the House rises today. It is 
my intention subject of course to the mechani-
cal side of preparing sets of copies being 
completed, to place them for the information 
of this House. The documents that were issued 
at the end of General Secretary—Brezhnev's 
visit have already been placed on the floor of 
the House. This is a topical matter which is 
fully known to the House, General Secretary 
— Brezhnev addressed a joint meeting of the 
Members of the two Houses and most of the 
hon. Members attended that. They heard the 
speech of General Secretary—Brezhnev, the 
sincerity and the very sincere tone in which he 
talked about the abiding friendship between 
India and the Soviet Union, a friendship which 
has stood the test of time, a friendship which 
has been found to be suitable, based on 
principles and which has helped us in a variety 
of ways on occasions when we faced some real 
difficulties whether they were of a poli- 
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1ical character or of a general economic 
character. Our relations with Soviet Union are 
cordial, are close, are friendly and this mutual 
co-operation in fields, political, economical 
and technological is very much to the mutual 
advantage and benefit of the people of the two 
countries and also there is identity of views in 
important international affairs about issues of 
peace and war, about ending the remnants of 
colonialism and about strengthening the forces 
of peace and progress. It is our belief that 
these visits have resulted not only in 
strengthening further the bonds of friendship 
that exist between Jndia and Soviet Union but 
this visit has also strengthened the forces of 
peace and progress in the whole world. The 
visit of General Secretary—Husak from very 
friendly country, Czechoslovakia, over the last 
two days has also been a very welcome one. 
This has afforded opportunity to the two sides 
to exchange views at the highest level on 
important issues of a bilateral character in the 
political field, in the economic field, in the 
technological field, on co-operation in the 
commercial field, and also about the general 
international situation and we greatly value 
both these visits as they are from the leaders cf 
friendly countries, leaders of countries who 
have stood with us through thick and thin and 
whose co-operation is very valuable to us in 
every field, economic, technological and 
political. I need hardly say that the co-
operation that was available and the help that 
was extended to us from USSR in developing 
certain basic industries in our country, steel, 
oil, power, heavy machinery and several other 
industries is of verv great importance and it has 
established firmly the base of our further 
economic development.    Similarly, from 
Czechoslova- 

I kia also we have received help and they have 
also promised further help and co-operation. 

These are, Mr. Deputy Chairman, some of 
the broad observations that I thought I should 
make while initiating this debate. I will with 
great interest hear the views of hon. Members 
and towards the end, with your permission, I 
will try to wind up the debate. 

SHRI JAGDISH PRASAD 
MATHUR: Sir, I move— 

"That at the end of the Motion, the 
following be added, namely:— 

'and having considered the same, this House 
is of thi opinion that the objective of our 
foreign policy must be to make India a super 
power in her own right by achieving economic 
and military selfreliance.' " 

The questions were proposed. 

SHRI C. D. PANDE (Uttar Pradesh) : Mr. 
Deputy Chairman, Sir, the hon. Minister of 
External Affairs dwelt at length on certain 
issues which are. of course, very important, but 
the most important thing the House expected 
today was touched by him in a cursory 
manner. Of course, there have been many 
achievements. The last fifteen days have been 
dominated by the visit of Secretary-General 
Brezhnev. We have seen a lot of political 
activity and we have also seen the agreement 
signed between the two countries. In these last 
fifteen days our Prime Minister made two 
significant observations and they led us to 
believe that perhaps we would not fall a prey 
to the blandishments of a power bigger than 
ourselves, and a friendly power—of course, 
Russia. Mrs. Gandhi said in. one context that 
two super powers were arrogating to   them- 
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selves the power to decide world issues and 
they ignored other countries, big or small. 
India may be a small country, but we were 
absolutely ignored. For example, in the case of 
the Middle-east, there was a big problem and 
it was a baffling one. These two super powers 
came to an understanding on what should be 
the modus operandi and things were settled. 
Now, it is a verv good thing that they have 
brought the conflict to a stop, but these two 
powers are tin the habit of deciding world 
issues arbitrarily, as far as the fate of the other 
people is concerned, without consulting them, 
even without consulting their own friends. I 
doubt if Mr. Brezhnev or Mr. Nixon consulted 
friends like our Prime Minister. 1 do not think 
so and ] hope she will enlighten me on this 
point. The other thing she said was very 
heartening to a democratic man like me. I felt 
very much elated that our Prime Minister has 
taken a strong line on this point, but later on 
the agreement which she has signed has belied 
it. Our road to socialism is based on 
democratic institutions. We have got certain 
conditions. Our development Plans are 
conditioned by certain considerations which 
we hold dear. This has been stated in the 
House for a number of years. We could have 
chosen the easy Chinese way or Russian way 
to socialism or communism. No. We still hold 
on to democracy. Our institutions are 
conditioned by these considerations. 
Therefore, in the road we take, we cannot take 
the Russian road, however, efficient or good it 
may be. Now, in the light of the observations 
which the Prime Minister had made, I would 
like to put this agreement to the test. As far as 
the role of the super powers is concerned, I 
feel that now India can hardly say that it is 
non-aligned. When Sardar Swaran Singh goes 
to the United Nations, the other people will 
laugh in 

their sleeves. We have lost identity as a really 
non-aligned nation, as we were some fifteen 
or five years back. Today, after the visit of 
Mr. Brezhneve, a different atmosphere has 
been built up. We have lost that image of 
being a non-aligned country. Whether it is the 
United States or Russia, we have tied 
ourselves to one super power. Then, Mrs. 
Gandhi says that we do not want interference 
or arrogation of power by them. 

As far as the agreement on economic 
matters is concerned, i.e., the socialist method 
for the development of this country, T would 
like to know how far these things are justified. 
I will not go into many other aspects, but I 
will confine myself to two points. One is that 
we have signed an agreement for mutual co-
operation with Russia. Now, it is said that our 
economic svstems will be complementary. The 
guiding factor is that it will be 
complementary. At one time you say 
'dovetailing'. Sometimes you say co-
ordinating. Now, things have gone a little 
further. We have come to the stage of 
COMECON. There are five satellite countries 
in Eastern Europe. They are members of 
COMECON. .. 

SARDAR    SWARAN    SlNGH:     I 
would request the hon. Member not to use the 
expression 'satellite'. 

SHRI C. D. PANDE: These five powers 
are allied with Russia. They are East 
Germany, Hungary, Poland, Rumania and 
Bulgaria. Now, Rumania is not there. 

SARDAR SWARAN SINGH: Do not pick 
up blindly expressions used by Western 
journalists. 

SHRI C. D. PANDE : I do not take it from 
journalists. I think you are mistaken. I 
listened to you very politely.    I  say  have  
you  no  machinery to 
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[Shri C. D. Pande] judge these COMECON 
countries ? You must have paid many visits to 
(hese countries. How are they faring? In this 
'complementality' they are doing something in 
Russia and some other thing in those 
countries. We are now reducing ourselves, not 
completely, to that status. They will now ask 
us to produce something and we will produce 
exactly that thing. Now, Russia, East 
Germany and Czechoslovakia, were highly 
industrially developed before the war. When 
the last two countries became Communists 
they joined the Russian camp. Now Russia is 
far ahead of these two countries. These two 
countries are not making as much progress as 
they were making before. East Germany was 
once a most industrialised country in the 
world. But today East Germany does not 
compare favourably with West Germany in 
industrialisation. Similarly Yugoslavia earlier 
developed much faster than Poland and 
Hungary. What I mean to say is if we reduce 
ourselves to the status of Czechoslovakia, 
Poland or Hungary, is it good for our 
economy ? Therefore, your economic co-
operation stands on the same basis. This is my 
reading. I may be wrong. We are a big nation. 
We may be small in military power but our 
problems are as big or bigger than that of 
Russia. Therefore, to be a part and parcel of 
the Russian economic system or a system like 
that of Hungary, Bulgaria or Czechoslovakia 
is not a very refined system for country of our 
size, strength and prestige. 

Now this is one thing about the sup-
plementary activities of our trade and 
industry vis-a-vis the Russian trade and 
industry. 

SARDAR     SWARAN    SlNGH:    I 
hate to interrupt.    But on facts I hope you 
would accept what 1 say.    I would 

like to say that these countries which you 
have mentioned, namely, the G.D.R., 
Czechoslovakia and Poland after tbe second 
World War moved forward in 
industrialisation in a very, very rapid manner. 
So it will be wrong for you to give facts 
which are not correct. 

SHRI C. D. PANDE: They have advanced 
but their advancement is not so much as the 
Russian advancement or as the advancement 
of some of the developed countries in the 
world. East Germany has advanced, no doubt. 
But compared to the pre-1939 level it does not 
come anywhere before the level of West 
Germany of today. The question is how much 
a country is advancing. India is also advancing 
and it has advanced considerably in the last 25 
years. But we have not advanced to the level 
of Russia, U.S.A. or U.K. This is a 
comparative statement. 1 admit that East 
Germany has advanced but it has not advanced 
in proportion to its original capacity or the 
capacity of West Germany. Anyhow, this 
chapter is closed. 

I  now come to    the    dovetailing of 

planning. This is an important clause in the 
Agreement that was signed between the two 
countries. This clause is either redundant or it has 
got no sincerity. We are deluding ourselves that 
we are equal powers. We have established a joint 
Planning Commission within our Commission. 
This Commission has got certain aims. The 
Consultative Committee will have a session here 
in Delhi and one in Moscow. On it there will be 
members of our Planning Commission and the 
Russian Planning Commision. But may I know 
whether there j will be any reciprocity in the 
matter ot giving advice when this Council meets 
? When our Planning Minister, Mr. D. P. Dhar, 
goes to Russia, will he be allowed to look into 
the Russian planning? 
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As the Russians can suggest and point out 
certain lacuna in our Plan, can he also point 
out certain lacuna in their Plan ? As they have 
been advising to do a certain thing in a certain 
way, can our planners also advise them to do 
a certain thing in a certain way ? Tliat 
situation may be very embarrassing for us. 
Will they tolerate if we have to tell them af 
any stage that they have not made sufficient 
progress in a particular direction ? They 
might suggest that our Bokaro is not doing 
well or Rourkela is not doing well, this, that 
and the other. Of course, in the Agreement 
between the two countries, agreement with 
Russia, to whom we are so beholden, we may 
be equal in status. But is that so in reality ? I 
will read out a few sentences from the 
Agreement. They say "economic forecasting, 
methodology, all annual, medium and pers-
pective planning, formulation of projects and 
programmes, methods of monitoring and 
evaluation" and so on. 1 only want to know 
whether it refers to planning in India or it 
relates to Planning in Russia also because I 
have never seen anywhere in the world any 
independent Government making a joint 
council for planning. Then tomorrow you will 
do it for foreign affairs and the day after you 
will do it for any other thing. 

SHRI S. G. SARDESAI (Maharashtra) :    
Joint study. 

SHRI C. D. PANDE : No, the question is : 
What is the purpose ? What is the use of this ? 
Do you think that your Planning Commission 
Members are not in a position to tell you whal 
this country needs? We want Russian help; 
we want Russian aid; but we do nol want to 
have a joint council. If a joint council is there, 
it should be on jno ut siqj op pjnoqs 3M jcqj 
sn jpi IJIM    Kaqi JI    -Ajioojdiasj jo sis^q aqj 

planning, we should also be in a position to 
tell them, "'You should do this in your 
planning; you have got these defects." 

DR.      K.      MATHEW      KURIAN 
(Kerala):    You are too presumptuous. 

SHRl C. D. PANDE : It is too humiliating 
for us. 1 may be too presumptuous in my 
claim that India is equal to Russia. But I feel 
humiliated if this provision is made applicable 
to India and not to Russia. I will give you one 
example which will make the whole thing 
clear. Five years ago, Mr. K. K. Shah when he 
was Minister of Information and Broadcasting, 
went to Russia and when he came back, ho 
said "We have now a pact with Russia 
whereby we can make publicity in Russia and 
Russia will be free to make publicity here". I 
asked hirn "What progress have you made in 
making publicity m Russia ? We are flooded 
with Novosti things and other things. 
Everyday we are getting two or three 
pamphlets. What is the number of our 
publications there'/ How are our ideas of 
democracy propagated in Russia ?" If you can 
give me even one-tenth of what vou are doing 
there, I shall feel obliged. Again you may say I 
am presumptuous. They have got every 
freedom to make publicity in this country 
under that agreement that Mr. K.' K. Shah 
signed with Russia. To-day the same thing 
wiH happen here with regard to the joint 
council. If we are to share Russian planning, 
Russia should be privileged to share our plan-
ning, so that in planning we are equals. If that 
is not so, I ask Mr. Swaran Singh, please 
explain what are the reasons for our agreeing 
to have a joint council when the joint council 
has no value. We can have Russian advice. We 
can ask for their experts. But you cannot say 
that there is joint planning for  Russia  and  
India and we can  tell 
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"Russia to do this and Russia can tell us to do 
that. Either we are just putting it before the 
country that we are also equal to Russia or we 
are absolutely reduced to the status of a power 
which only wants Russian advice at every step. 
After all, if you put this clause in the treaty, 
either it does not mean anything or it 
humiliates us unnecessarily. 

Now, of course, I must congratulate the 
Prime Minister on one issue. Mr. Brezhnev's 
main aim of coming to this country was to 
propagate his favourite thesis of collective 
security of Asia. Now this idea is being 
pursued by Mr. Brezhnev with the persistence 
and power that he possesses for the last five 
years. Once when Mr. Dinesh Singh was 
Foreign Minister, he mentioned it here and I 
objected to it at that time. 1 was tn the 
Congress Party at that time, but even then I 
felt that I must oppose it. He said that 
economic co-operation would lead to security. 
Now, we want security and collective security 
is the best of all. The world is trying to have 
collective security. The United Nations is 
meant for that. There are so many 
organisations for it. Now when Russia makes 
a move for collective security of Asian 
countries, Russia's claim to be an Asian power 
is itself a matter of dispute; but there is no 
other country. Collective security means that 
there must be three or four or five powers 
which collect together to guarantee or work 
out a scheme of security. But no Asian power 
has come up. Whenever there is a proposal 
from Indonesia or Japan or Thailand or any 
other country, we say we will not touch that 
proposal with a pair of tongs. I am glad that 
Mrs. Gandhi has at least for the time being 
said that she is against any such proposal.    
And it is a matter of great 

encouragement that she has stood against the 
blandishment. But even after talking with Mrs. 
Gandhi, Mr. Brezhnev made a verv powerful 
case, according to him, when he addressed 
Members of Parliament. If this idea still 
persists, I tell Sardar Swaran Singh that he 
should never acquiesce in that proposal 
because it will reduce us to the orbit of the 
Russian power. You have already tried in a 
way to put yourself in the comity of 
Czechoslovakia, Poland and Hungary by 
accepting the Brezhnev doctrine. Brezhnev 
doctrine is a pernicious doctrine. It means, if 
you accepted the Brezhnev doctrine, that 
Russia is entitled to interfere even in our 
internal matters. The House will remember—
new Members may not be knowing it; old 
Members must be remembering it—what the 
sentiment was five years ago when Brezhnev 
Government attacked the liberation movement 
of Czechoslovakia. Did you, Sardar Swaran 
Singh, ask Mr. Husak, who has been here, 
where Mr. Dubcek is ? Did you ask him that ? 
What I mean to say is: Did you ask whether 
there is any freedom in Czechoslovakia? Did 
you ask whether they can conduct their alfairs 
in their own country in the manner they want 
without joining any other country, without 
joining West Europe or East Europe ? If they 
want to change the svstem of their 
Government, what is the difficulty, what is the 
obligation, coming in their way? Mr. 
Brezhnev said that it is mv obligation and duty 
to interfere and gain socialism, we shall fight 
for the gains of socialism. Do you want that 
we should have that status of Czechoslovakia 
and Hungary in this country ? Mrs. Indira 
Gandhi will be well advised not to accept that 
doctrine. I think she has stood the test and I 
hope she will persist in refusing to accept that 
offer, however persistently they may be 
making it. 
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Sir, I have nothing more to say. I had only 
these three or four points. 1 hope Sardar 
Swaran Singh will take those points in the 
light in which I have made them. 

SHRI BIPINPAL DAS (Assam): Sir, the 
trends in the international situation in recent 
years have been characterised by a kind of 
contradiction in the sense that there is a 
definite move towards detente in Europe and 
also across the Atlantic, but conflicts continue 
in Asia and Africa and in some sense also in 
the Continent of South America. It is true that 
there is a mood for easing tensions in these 
areas. Nevertheless, these areas are not yet 
free from tensions and conflicts. In Vietnam, 
in that entire area, peace is yet to be 
stabilised. In West Asia efforts are being 
made to bring about a settlement. But we are 
yet to see what that settlement will be. In the 
whole of Africa racial conflict continues to be 
rampant. Colonialism and imperialism 
continue in that Continent in full vigour. In 
South America we have already witnessed 
how democracy was murdered in one 
particular .'country by certain external 
conspiracies, and, therefore, some kind of ten-
sion continues in that Continent also. Peace in 
Europe and North America, and conflicts and 
tensions in the rest of the world, this appears 
even now to be a measure of contradiction in 
the international situation. Even the peaceful 
Indian Ocean is sought to be converted into a 
zone of conflict and it is a matter of serious 
concern for us. 

The second significant development In 
recent years is, while in the past there were 
two centres of world power, today there are 
five centres of power. After the Second 
World W.lr we saw two giant powers and 
around them some blocs  were  Built  up.    
But today five 

centres of power are emerging in the world, 
and when five centres of power are emerging, 
there is a stronger tendency to build up 
spheres of mlluence around such centres of 
power. This is also a situation which we have 
to take very serious note of. 

'Ihe most dominating factor in the world 
situation today, in my opinion, is the ever 
widening disparity between the developed 
world on the one hand and the developing 
world on the other. Whatever efforts we might 
make for peace, detente, this and that in the 
world, ultimately peace cannot be established 
unless this disparity js removed between the 
developed world and the developing world. It 
is,, therefore, in this background that we have 
to examine our policy of non-alignment. 

1 need not answer the critics of non-
alignment. Shri Pande has just now said that 
we have given up the policy of non-alignment. 
I do not know what his understanding about 
non-alignment is. But if I have understood this 
policy. I think the policy of non-alignment has 
been very much vindicated to be the most 
effective and correct policy. Why do I say so ? 
There is the disintegration of the original 
power blocs. There is a positive move towards 
detente and peace. There is today greater 
regard for the five principles of co-existence 
in quarters which were originally indifferent 
or hostile To them. There is today greater 
consciousness among the developing nations 
for rapid development and they are now 
asking for equality with the developed 
nations. These are the positive trends 
developing in this world today and these are 
the positive contributions of the policy of non-
alignment, I would submit. After all non-
alignment does not merely mean that we 
should keep away from this or that power 
bloc.   Non-alignment means fight 
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against imperialism, fight against colo-
nialism, fight against racialism, fight for the 
equality among nations, fight against war, 
fight for peace and fight for progress. These 
are the positive aspects of non-alignment. If 
you look at the whole world situation 
keeping these considerations in view, I have 
no doubt that anybody with an objective 
mind will have to come to the conclusion 
that non-alignment policy has made positive 
contributions towards building up a new 
world in our own life time. 

Our policy has been explained very 
clearly by Sardar Swaran Singh. There-tore, I 
need not go into that. Our policy regarding 
colonialism, our policy about racial 
discrimination, our policv in West Asian 
conflict and our attitude towards the 
happenings in Chile have all been made very 
clear by the Government. Therefore, I do not 
think I should waste the time of the House by 
going into those matters. 

The most significant contribution made by 
India towards peace is the success arising out 
of the Simla Agreement followed by the 
recent Delhi Agreement with Pakistan. Both 
Simla Agreement and Delhi Agreement have 
laid the firm foundation for the new principle 
of bilateralism in inter-national relations. 
This is a new contribution tbat we have 
made. This means that two nations, two 
countries, having differences must settle their 
differences among themselves across tfie 
table and no third power should be allowed to 
intervene. We have believed in this principle 
and we have tried to execute it and I think 
nobody can say today that we have failed in 
this matter. Everybody will have to admit 
that after the Delhi agreement, we have made 
definite progress in the direction 

of peace and this principle of bilateralism 
also is born out of the basic philosophy of 
non-alignment. 

My friend Shri Pande said something 
about the recent visit of Brezhnev and Dr. 
Husak. Honestly speaking. I just did not 
follow what he said. I have also my doubt 
whether he himself understood what he said. 
His entire speech was based on 
presumptions, prejudices and, if 1 may be 
permitted to say, paranoiac postulates. It 
somebody goes on thinking in terms of 
prejudices and presumptions and lives in a 
dream world and if somebody refuses- to see 
the changes all around, then I cannot help 
hirn; nobody can help hirn. I do not thfnk 
Shri Pande made any point which deserves 
any reply from this side. Actually, it was a 
speech made out ot total ignorance of facts, 
ignorance of history and ignorance of the 
recent developments in the world as a whole. 

SHRI C. D. PANDH :    You can say 
anything you like. 

SHRI BIPINPAL DAS : Sir, I think the 
recent visit of Mr. Brezhnev to this country is 
an extremely significant event and it has to 
be assessed in the background of the world 
situation as a whole and from the standpoint 
of our policy of non-alignment. Sir, I 
congratulate the Government of India for 
their joint declaration made with Mr. 
Brezhnev and for the agreements signed with 
the Soviet Russia. I would also congratulate 
the Government of India for the joint 
declaration and the agreements signed with 
the Government of Czechoslovakia today. 
And, Sir, since Dr. Husak, is still in our 
country, I extend to him our greetings, 
friendly greetings. 

Sir, in my opinion, Mr. Brezhnevs visit to 
India is no less significant than his  visit to  
the USA or  the visit  of 
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Mr. Nixon to Peking or Moscow. 1 do not 
think it is less significant than these visits. The 
visit of Mr. Brezhnev and the outcome of the 
deliberations between the Prime Minister of 
our country and Mr. Brezhnev have a tre-
mendous significance not only for peace in 
this region but also for peace in the world as a 
whole and this is one thing which must be 
noted by everybody if he is a true patriot, if he 
really wants peace and if he really wants 
progress not only in this country, but in other 
countries also. Therefore, Sir, I would not go 
into the details of those agreements. But I 
would say that they are highly significant. I 
would particularly refer to a few points that 
stand out. 

Here is a case of a super power— they were 
called super power and they are still a super 
power—which, for the first time, turned to 
Asia with a message of peace and detente, 
thus recognising the need to extend the 
principle of detente to other continents also 
and to the whole world and not to confine it to 
Europe or to the zone of Atlantic alone. This 
is a very significant thing and this is a very 
significant development. 1 began my speech 
saying that the principle of detente applied to 
the conflicts in Europe should be extended to 
other areas also and here is the visit of Mr. 
Brezhnev which indicates that at least one 
super power has thought seriously of carrying 
the message ot detente and the message of 
peace to the areas of conflict, at least to Asia. 

Sir, it was highly dignified of Mr. Brezhnev 
not to have uttered a single word against, say, 
America or against China, from the soil of 
India. He made several speeches. But he 
never uttered a single word against those 
whom they are fighting in other spheres. This 
goes to show the tremendous amount of 
regard they have for this country, because   he  
never   uttered   a 

single word against any country from our soil. 
This is a very significant thing and this must 
also be noted. 

All his speeches, whether in Parliament or 
on public platforms, were marked by a tone of 
sincerity and friendship and earnestness. 
Whoever has heard him cannot dispute this 
fact that there was a tone of sincerity and 
friendship for the people of this country. 

Then, Sir, one must also note that whether 
in his speeches or in the agreements signed 
there was no touch of bos-sism or overlordism 
from the side of the Soviet Russia. Sir, it is a 
super power, it is economically strong and it is 
militarily strong and India is comparatively a 
weaker nation economically and militarily. 
But nowhere, neither in his speeches nor in the 
agreements, is there any trace of this feeling 
that Russia has been trying to boss over our 
country or overlord our country. This was 
absolutely absent. Everything was written and 
said in terms of equality and friendly accord. 

Brezhnev's visit further emphasised and 
strengthened the role of Indo-Soviet 
cooperation in political, economic, tech-
nological and cultural spheres. Brezhnev 
expressed firm and unequivocal support to our 
policy of non-alignment— thereby again 
showing great regard for the integrity and 
independence of this country's foreign policy. 

Sir, the Jan Sangh President, Mr. Advani—
not here todav, unfortunately— made a 
fantastic statement the other day. He said that 
by signing these Agreements with Mr. 
Brezhnev the Prime Minister of this country 
has sold out this country to Russia. I just can-
not imagine how any man having the least 
sense of self-respect and patriotism can utter 
these words.   Let Mr. Advani 
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a verv great country, an ancient country with 
ancient civilization, a country which has 
evolved values, abiding values, deep-rooted 
values, through the centuries; such a country 
can never be sold awav by anybody, 
howsoever powerful he may be.... 
{Interruptions}. Those who have faith in the 
people of this coimtrv, those who have faith 
in the democratic system of this country, 
those who have faith in the leadership 
provided to this country by Mahatma Gandhi, 
Pt. Nehru and now Prime Minister Indira 
Gandhi, those who have faith in these tilings, 
can never imagine how a responsible member 
like Mr. Advani could utter such words. 
Since he has said this, my only conclusion is 
that here is a man leading a political party, 
who has no faith in this country, who has no 
failh in the people of this country, who has 
no faith in the system of this country, and, 
therefore, he thinks that this country can be 
sold out by anybody. 

Mr. Pande has raised several questions. He 
is not here; he has gone out. My simple 
answer is this : Is it wrong to have mutual 
cooperation between two nations for 
economic development ? Is it the first time 
that this is happening between India and 
Soviet Russia ? Is there no international 
cooperation for development elsewhere? 
Internationa! cooperation is a perfectly 
legitimately thing. It happens and it is 
happening everywhere, not only between 
small countries but also big countries. There 
is a talk of such cooperation even between 
the USA and Russia or the USA and China. 
When these big powers can talk of 
cooperation in ihe economic field, in the 
cultural field, in the technological field, how 
is it wrong on the part of the Government of 
India to sign similar agreements for the 
development of our economy ? This is the 
spirit behind the agreement, the spirit behind 

the Joint Declaration. This is a spirt of mutual 
co-operation, on the basis of mutual benefit, on 
the basis of mutual respect, on the basis of 
equality, ou terms and conditions which are 
quite consistent with our basic national inte-
rests. If such agreements, if such declarations 
are signed for such purposes, can anybody say 
that we have done anything wrong? I am 
surprised, i am amazed how anybody can say 
like that. 

Sir, I need not go into their arguments any 
further. It is absolutely clear that the criticism 
made by Mr. Advani or Mr. Pande today is 
wholly mala fide, mischievous, politically 
motivated and harmful to our national 
interests. Sir, it is difficult, it is certainly very 
difficult, I know, for a person suffering from 
jaundice to   see  anything   other 
than yellow ____ (Interruptions).    That is 
quite true. 

Sir, Shri Pande has talked about Asian 
security. He has also paid compliments to our 
Prime Minister that the Prime Minister has not 
agreed to it. Then what is your grievance ? 
What is your complaint ? Only because Mr. 
Brezhnev talks of an Asian Security Pact, can 
you complain about it? 

He has every right to propagate an idea. Of 
course, it is an idea and the whole idea is not 
clear even to me. He has not spelled out the 
whole thing even in this country. He made 
some oblique references. Now, a world leader 
has certainly every right to propagate some 
idea. But whenever an idea ls propagated, Shri 
Pande jumps up and starts having all kinds of 
hallucinations just at the utterance of a certain 
idea. 

So far as Asian security system is 
concerned, as some talk is going on about it in 
the country, I feel that i should express my 
views very briefly, although they may be 
premature.   I' feel 
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that the whole concept has not been spelled 
out fully. Normally, whenever you talk of a 
system, it creates apprehensions. The word 
'system' creates apprehensions because of our 
memory ot the blocks and the alliances. That 
happens. Any move for such a system in Asia 
must include all nations including Japan, 
China and all the other countries. All these 
things have never been made clear by 
anybody. Until these things are made clear, I 
do not think we can say either 'yes' or 'no' or 
£° anywhere near it. 

India's primary concern in Asia is to build 
up close friendship and co-operation with our 
neighbours and other Asian countries on the 
basis of the principle of bilateralism. This is 
our immediate concern and we are religiously 
pursuing this policy and it is the correct policy 
for India to pursue at the moment. 

(Time bell rings.) 

Sir, 1 will say only one word and this is 
about China. In terms of size, population and 
proximity, China is our biggest neighbour. 
Our efforts have been to build up friendship 
and co-operation with all neighbouring 
countries. Therefore, we also want to develop 
friendly relations with such a great country as 
China. There is no doubt that relations with 
China must be normalised and I know tha$ 
our Foreign Minister and even our Prime 
Minister have made gestures several times. 
But, unfortunately, there is no response from 
the other side. If there are any doubts or 
prejudices across the border, some efforts will 
have to be made to remove them. We have to 
sit round a table and settle our differences. For 
that, both the countries must come forward. 

China has differences with Russia with 
which we are not concerned. Chinese 
differences with   the   Russians 
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must not stand in the way of China coming 
forward and responding to our gestures for 
building up friendly relations and co-
operation. Such relations can be and have to 
be built up on bilateral basis. If just like Indo-
Soviet friendship, Indo-Chinese friendship can 
also be revived and built up on the basis of the 
five principles of co-existence, we will make a 
tremendous contribution towards peace, 
progress and prosperity not only of Asia but 
of the whole world. This, I feel, is a major 
task for India's foreign policy to achieve and 
fulfil in the next few years.    Thank you, Sir. 

SHRI S. G. SARDESAI (Maharashtra) : 
Mr. Deputy Chairman, Sir, our Foreign 
Minister has given us a brief resume of 
international developments since we last 
discussed this issue, which means in the 
course of 1973. Now, Sir, this year has 
undoubtedly been a year of extremely rapid 
and outstanding international developments of 
tremendous significance. If I have to state 
them in a few words, at the outset, I would say 
that they resulted in the retreat of the 
imperialist and neo-colonia-list offensive in 
many countries of the world and a distinctive 
advance of the forces which fight for national 
liberation, forces which light for peace, for 
peaceful co-existence, for detente and 
reduction of tensions. There are exceptions 
and I will refer to them later. But, by and 
large, when you look into the entire picture of 
1973, a distinct change has undoubtedly come 
about, a change which is favourable to those 
who fight for peace and national 
independence, a change for which our country 
has always struggled, and a change to which 
our country has contributed during 1973. 

So far as we are concerned, one of the most 
important international developments has 
been the visit of Comrade Brezhnev to India 
and also the various 
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comprehensive agreements signed between 
India and the Soviet Union. I would say this is 
a land-mark not only in the relations, between 
India and the Soviet Union, not only in our 
mutual relations of friendship but undoubtedly 
for peace, for stability and development of 
national freedom in Asia as a whole. I will 
come to these points and elaborate them later. 
What I want to deal al the outset, and that is 
the way the Foreign Minister has also started, 
is that the significance and the outcome of the 
visit of Comrade Brezhnev to India, the 
significance of Comrade Husak's visit to India, 
are a part of a world process. 1 want to refer to 
this aspect so that our own achievements and 
tasks become very clear. 

When I refer to this world process, at the 
outset, I want to state what I consider to be 
three very distinctive conclusions which have 
been emerging over the years but attained a 
boldness m 1973, arising out of the 
international developments. And then I will 
illustrate each one of them because these 
conclusions help us to strengthen our own 
policy and to make it bolder and clearer. What 
is the essence of this year's development ? The 
first point which I would like to emphasise 
and the thing which came out during the 
course of 1973 is the process of detente 
between the Soviet Union, the socialist 
countries and the United States of America, 
between the socialist countries and the 
Western Europe. This process of detente in 
this period has not harmed but it has actually 
gone hand in hand with the strengthening forces 
of national independence in the newly 
developing countries, in the Afro-Asian 
countries, and in the third world. 1 can 
illustrate them. In passing, I would like to 
draw your attention  to 

one thing. There have been apprehensions 
expressed even in India, and expressed also in 
one of the statements accepted at Algiers that 
somehow or other this process of detente may 
harm the African and the Latin American 
countries or that they may transmit the 
European tension to this third world. This 
kind of apprehensions are there. Our actual 
experience has shown that simultaneously 
with that detente, those who struggle for 
national independence and those who fight for 
peace secure greater assistance and they 
themselves become stronger. They have 
received greater assistance from the socialist 
countries and they have advanced. 

The second point which has already been 
there for a number of years and which stands 
out very boldly in the course of this year js that 
in all these international developments, without 
exception, the aggressor, the warmonger, the 
neo-colonialist spearhead has been the USA. 
We have been on the side of peace, for 
national freedom and liberation. I want to 
know whether there is any single exception 
when the socialist countries and the Soviet 
Union have not been on the side of India 
during this period. Take Vietnam, take West-
Asia, take Chile, take Greece, take any of the 
major international developments of this 
period or take the Algiers conference. Who 
has been with us and who has been against us 
? In all these instances we find that invariably 
the cause of reaction, aggression or war has 
been the United States and our friend and ally 
has been the Soviet Union, the socialist 
countries. I am at the moment just stating facts 
and some people may like them or not. If my 
facts are correct, I think the conclusion should 
automatically emerge. 

Now, I came to this vague and sweeping 
talk of super-powers.    It has been 
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stated that the role (ff the two superpowers is 
very different. You cannot go on bracketing 
them all the time, when realities are different. 
Day after day, month after month and year 
after year in every co/ner of the globe you 
see the clear distinction between the role of 
the two super-powers. I will come to it later 
when I talk about economic cooperation and 
indicate which countries they are helping or 
not helping. All these things are there. The 
third thing I would like to say in this 
connection and that is very necessary 
particularly after people like my friend, Mr. 
Pande, spoke—though when Mr. Pande 
speaks, I am reminded of Goldsmith's 
Deserted Village about the School Teacher—
who would keep on arguing, when vanquish-
ed. So, for Mr. Pande it is not important 
because he is vanquished because he would 
still go on speaking. That is a different point. 
1 want to know whether it is or it is not a fact 
that one of the experiences which emerges 
once again the course of the last year is that 
this relationship between the Soviet Union 
and the socialist countries and the third 
world, the developing countries, the non-
aligned countries, has not in any instance 
involved the subordination of the national 
interests or the sovereignty of any of these 
independent countries to the Soviet Union. 

SHRI MAHAVIR TYAGI (Uttar 
Pradesh):   What about Czechoslovakia ? 

SHRI S. G. SARDESA1: I am prepared to 
talk about Czechoslovakia separately and let 
you know what NATO was doing inside 
Czechoslovakia. We are dealing here 
particularly with newly independent 
countries, independent world. 

What happened in Vietnam ? On tne one 
hand, it is a fact that Mr. Brezhnev went to  
the United States and people 

said : Oh ! He is going to the United States. 
Vietnam will be betrayed. Was Vietnam 
betrayed ? Along with the visit maximum aid 
was received by Vietnam from the Soviet 
Union for their glorious national struggle. The 
American armies were defeated. Americans 
had to get out of Vietnam. They had to sign a 
peace agreement. But, meanwhile the fact 
remains that in this entire world process the 
national liberation forces in Vietnam in the 
socialist and in the Soviet countries have 
advanced, they have not retreated. Let us come 
to West-Asia. What is the biggest experienced. 
The biggest experience of West-Asia is that a 
new self-respect a new fighting capacity has 
developed which is fully supported and helped 
by the Soviet Union. They have grown. They 
can fight and fight effectively the Israeli forces, 
no matter what sort of American aid they get. 
Israel is not invincible. This is a new thing 
which has emerged. Mr. Nixon came out and 
gave a world alert. It was the Soviet Union 
which called the bluff and told America that it 
may give the world alert but if the 22nd 
October cease-fire was not going to be 
implemented, if Israel was going to continue its 
aggression, Soviet Union would also come into 
the picture. That helped the Arabs. It prevented 
further aggression.   This also helped them. 
Not 
only that. This time, as the Foreign Minister 
very correctly stated, the Soviet Union and the 
United States not only came out with a cease-
fire but they came out with a broad agreement 
proposed by Russia which Israel had to accept. 
Now, m this very process what has happened. 
Arab unity is now greater than ever before. All 
these years we were wondering whether Saudi 
Arabia, the Sheikhdoms, this and that, would 
support the nationalist, progressive Arabs. I 
But, at this time both have joined and | used the 
oil policy as a pressure against 
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[Shri S. G. Sardesai.] the  Imperialist powers.    
Here  again  I am very happy to state what the 
Foreign Minister   stated  that  they  are  
refusing to send oil to Western countries, to 
the United States and others, but continuing 
supplies to  India.    Algiers  I  want to point 
out  here,    There  are  a 4 P.v.    series of 
documents.   I am surprised we do not go into 
these things.   For the first time, in para after 
para, document after document, Algiers 
Conference nails down imperialism, im-
perialism as the aggressor, imperialism as the 
force committing aggression and openly it 
says that it is the socialist countries and all 
countries which are against colonalism that 
have got to co-operate This is the kind of 
advance made. 

Here in passing, Mr. Deputy Chairman, 
Sir, I would like to say because that problem 
is also connected with this, that with the 
advance of these forces, socialism, 
democracy, national liberation, the crisis of 
imperialism has deepened and we should be 
happy that it has deepened. What is wrong 
about it ? If Western Europe, Japan, United 
States, all of them are on the side of Israel, 
but as a result of greater unity of the Arab 
countries the Western European countries 
learn "You cannot go on supporting Israel if 
you want your oil; you have got to be on the 
right side", what is wrong about it? If that 
brings a conflict between Western Europe 
and the U.S.A. the world should be happy. 
What is wrong about it ? If Japan gives an 
ultimatum to the United States and says: "No, 
in future we are going to support the Arabs" 
is it something good or bad ? So in this crisis 
of internal contradiction of imperialism, I 
must say, Nixon had to face an impeachment. 
Does it not help the Arabs ? It does help the 
Arabs because it ymakau    Nixon's    capacity    
to    heln 

Israel. So this is the kind of picture which we 
have on the one hand and all these kinds of 
forces coming together on the other hand. It is 
weakening imperialism; it is weakening the 
forces which go in for war and aggression and 
all that kind of thing. 

But, Sir, India is the most important thing 
immediately for us and 1 want to come to that 
point. What is wrong, I just cannot understand. 
I read this document very very carefully. Now 
about economic co-operation, I do not know 
where is our sovereignty and where ls our 
independence involved ? First and foremost is 
the far greater co-operation in science, 
technology, industrial development and they 
help us increase our steel production. You 
know about the steel crisis. They help us in oil 
production and metallurgy. Has India become 
weaker or it has become stronger? I want to 
know. Have vou become a Soviet satellite or 
vou strengthened yourself independently ? 
Particularly in today's conditions, you know 
there are certain international forces and in-
ternal forces; you know about the petrol crisis; 
you know how serious ** has been. You know 
what a tremendous economic suffering it is 
causing. They gave you crude; they gave you 
kerosene; they gave you newsprint and they 
gave you food without any condition. What is 
wrong about it ? Why should we be sorry 
about it? 

Now I come to co-operation in planning. I 
cannot understand if on a big scale you want to 
develop your trade with them and they want to 
develop their trade with you, what is wrong if 
industrial production md these things are co-
ordinated. We have to plan for the future; we 
have to plan for 15 years. If you are going to 
plan for 15 years, just as you want them to give 
you commitments for  15  years,  they also caa 
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sit with us and say: "You will have to carry 
out your part of the commitment". Without 
that co-ordination, you cannot have planning 
and if vou want planning, naturally there will 
be mutual co-ordination and exchange of 
views. Also, what is wrong with regard to 
methods of planning ? Mr. Pande should 
know. I have some personal experience that if 
somehow you go and tell the Soviet comrades 
that in the plan, we do not want something, 
thev do not object.   This is my personal 
experience. 

[The    Vice-Chairman    {Shri   S.   S. 
Mariswamy) in the Chair] 

They do not object at all. Of course, they 
have a right to defend their position but they 
have never taken offence. 

SHRI C.  D.  PANDE:    You  are   a 
comrade yourself;  what is that? 

SHRI S. G. SARDESAI: That is true, but, 
perhaps, they will be more blunt towards a 
comrade than to you. My point is, that is a 
question of principles. They will defend their 
policy but they will never object to others and 
say: "No, I do not think your policy is 
correct." So, friends, the point is this economic 
Agreement is a powerful instrument for the 
strengthening of our economy. I want just to 
read two or three sentences. The Prime 
Minister has gone on record in the joint state-
ment where it says, "The Prime Minister 
highly praised the foreign policy of the Soviet 
Union, consistently aimed at consolidating 
international peace, strengthening peaceful 
co-operation among States, and rendering 
support to the peoples struggling against 
colonialism and for the strengthening of the 
political and economic independence of their 
countries." This is what the joint declaration 
says. With regard to foreign policy to which 
the External Affairs Minister just now made a 
reference, it 

speaks of the 'coincidence and proximity of 
the positions of India and the Soviet Union 
on major questions of international 
situation." About that I may have something 
more to say later. It also speaks of the 
readiness of the Soviet  Union   and  India  
to participate together with the States 
concerned, on an equal basis, in finding a 
fair solution to the question of making the 
Indian Ocean a "Zone of Peace".   So we are 
to co-operate with each other to make the 
Indian Ocean a zone of peace. Again and 
again in the joint statement there are 
constant reference to peace, stability and 
mutual co-operation between States in Asia. 
Now I would like to tell my hon. friends 
that Mr, Brezhnev has never used the 
expression "Asian Security Pact". Time and 
again what he has said is, we want to stabi-
lise peace, stability and mutual co-operation. 
Naturally this will lead to Asian security. 
And that is all over here in these documents. 
I for one have not been quite able to 
understand whv this expression "Security 
Pact" should stick in their throats and why 
there should he so much of controversy 
about it. if you do not want to use that 
expression that is all right but the concept is 
clear. AU through these documents you will 
find precisely that. What else is it ? You say 
national independence must be strengthened, 
imperialism must be liquidated, mutual co-
operation should grow. Ali this means only 
that concept. I am very happy that is there 
While on this point I would like the 
Government also to explain why they are so 
much afraid of using the expression 
"Security system". We are doing nothing in 
secret. We are saying it openely. Time and 
again we have said it is not against anybody; 
it is not against China. So what is wrong 
there ? So we have to wotk together for 
Asian securitv. That is the most important 
thing.    Now I want to 
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[Shri S. G. Sardesai.] place before this 
Governmeat one thing. All our experience in 
international affairs leads us to certain 
conclusions, which strengthen our policies, 
which give more effective guidance to our 
policies and which enable us to cany forward 
our policies. It is not a question of giving up 
your policies; it is not a question of carrying 
out certain policies which are somebody 
else's because of some pressure on you. It is 
merely a clearer statement of our policy 
which has been there all the time. 

Now I would like to make a formulation here 
about which I would request the  Minister of 
External  Affairs  when he replies to express 
his opinion.   Experience of this year much 
more than that of the past has shown that all 
over the world the forces which stand for 
peace, for  national  independence,   for   
democracy, for socialism, for socio-economic 
progress in the newly developing countries 
are friends and allies.    I  wiH repeat this for 
the benefit of the House. All over the world 
whoever wants peace and    national    
independence,    whoever wants democracy, 
whoever wants socialism, whoever wants 
socio-economic progress  in  the  developing 
countries, they all co-operate.   This   is   the   
experience and they have to co-operate 
against the forces of imperialism, against the 
forces of neo-colonialism, against the forces 
of war.    And   this is  what  you see here in 
these documents and so far as I have been 
able to understand Nehru   this   is what he 
meant by non-alignment;  this is the positive 
content of non-alignment. What else is the 
positive content of non-alignment ?    And 
this is what most of the time you do.   They 
have not stated like this; if you had stated it 
like this and given a positive enunciation 
everybody  will   understand.    Now,  does  
all this mean that there should be no ne- 

gotiation with America?   Who said so? 
Nobody has said that.   Of course there should 
be negotiations but you have to be aware who 
are your friends and who are not.   Americans 
stand for imperialism, for colonialism.    
Again is  it the same thing as dealing with 
Brezhnev ? Now there is this question of 
economic co-operation.    I want to know 
whether the United   States   will sign a   
similar statement with you.    If not, why not? 
Put it to them.    Place this very document   
before  Mr.   Kissinger,   when  he comes 
here.    Ask him to sign it.    Will he sign it ?   
He will not.   So, the point, is which are the 
forces which come to' gether for the purpose 
of peace ?    All the time you know which are 
the international forces  which  work for 
peace. India has played its  part and  we are 
proud of it.    I will not take much of your 
time.    If this clarity is not there, then I have 
to say, with respect but with a certain 
sharpness of criticism, that very often very 
responsible circles, very leading members of 
the Government, people who speak in the 
name ot the country go on talking    in    a 
sweeping fashion about super powers.   I want 
to understand how this talk of super powers 
fits in with the joint statement which these 
two  countries   have   signed.    In   your 
statement itself you say that in the Indian 
Ocean  we  will   co-operate  together   to see   
that  the  Indian  Ocean remains   a zone of 
peace.    After  that  you  come forward and 
say that there is rivalry of super powers  in  
the  Indian Ocean.    I do  not   understand   it.    
Where  is   the question of rivalry ?    I  (ind 
that even the Times of India has admitted that 
all this talk about the Soviet Union having 
bases in the Indian Ocean or India willing to 
give bases to  the  Soviet Union is wrong.   
The Times of India has stat-| ed it.   If that is 
all wrong, you should together try to establish 
a peaceful zone I in the Indian Ocean.   In 
such a context 
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a new task force of the Seventh Fleet is 
coming into the Indian Ocean. After this, are 
we going to denounce it and protest against it 
? Or after this, are we again going to say that 
we are against super power rivalry in the Indian 
Ocean ? I want the Government of India to 
note which are the . countries which are 
helping you and on what conditions. What 
strengthens the Indian economy ? I would like 
to know any representative of the Government 
of India saying that the American economic 
aid to India has strengthened our economy and 
strengthened our political independence. This 
is precisely what you say in these common 
documents, that our co-operation with the 
Soviet Union has strengthened our economic 
and political independence. The manner in 
which the PL-180 funds have been used, have 
they strengthened our economy ? Have they 
strengthened our political independence ? This 
kind of thing continues.   My point is... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI S. S. 
MARISWAMY): You have taken more time. 

SHRI S. G. SARDESAI: My final point is 
this. Though normally it does not fall within 
the discussion on international affairs, it is 
clear from the documents themselves now that 
the internal economic problems of a country 
are also very much connected with the foreign 
policy of that country. The documents 
themselves prove it That is why I want to 
stress that in this mutual economic co-
operation, of course, India also wiH give 
something to the Soviet Union. I am not of the 
view and I do not think anywhere Mr. 
Brezhnev has said that India alone is going to 
gain. The Soviet Union is going to gain. Of 
course,  they  are  going to  gain.    It is 

mutual co-operation. But we are going to get 
so much kerosene, crude oil and newsprint. 
(Time bell rings). May I frankly state that 
these should not go into the black market? This 
is our responsibility. In stating this I am neither 
denigrating this country nor Mr. Brezhnev. It 
is a question of responsibility. This 
Government has to come out very firmly in 
respect of certain economic exploitation. 
Otherwise, mere steel will nol carry us forward, 
mere factories will not carry us forward. It is a 
question of the internal economic forces 
involved. We have to undertake this new 
responsibility, if the common agreement is 
going to be in the interests of the common 
people and the common man. It is not for the 
purpose of strengthening some of these 
reactionary forces. I am just ending. All that 1 
would say in the end is that this kind of policy 
wiH really be helpful to India. And as far as 
any weakening of this policy is concerned, then 
the dangers actually come in. Dangers do not 
come to India because of Indo-Soviet co-
operation. The dangers of weakening come to 
India if We go on vacillating to any point, com-
promising with reaction and such sort of 
things. Reaction has never excused those who 
are afraid of reaction. Reaction knows only 
those who fight reaction. Therefore, let us go 
forward on it. As I said in the beginning, I say 
once again there is no doubt that India has 
played its independent role which is not the 
role of the satellite of any other country. Let 
us know who are our friends. Let us know 
who are our enemies. Let all these friends 
come together along with us and we will go tor-
ward in a far better way than we have done in 
the past. 

SHRI V. B. RAJU (Andhra Pradesh): Mr. 
Vice-Chairman, Sir, we are very grateful to 
the Minister of External Affairs for having 
given scope to   this 
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[Shri V. B. Raju.] House to take into 
consideration the changing international 
situation even though we are very much pre-
occupied with our domestic economic 
situation. Sir, we cannot separate domestic 
affairs from the international situation and 
we cannot prevent the impact of the inter-
national situation on our domestic affairs. 

Sir, the international situation has been 
changing so rapidly that it hardly gives any 
scope for discussing security. In fact the 
events are overtaking us. This is a decade of 
detente. Peace js indivisible. In fact I had 
occasion to observe a year ago at the United 
Nations and here also that a relaxation of ten-
sion in the Far-East, in Indo-China or 
elsewhere shall not result in creating tension 
in some other area. Sir, unfortunately, the 
action in terms of peace being extended all 
over the globe was prevented by the 
happenings in the Middle East. One 
significant factor is present in all these 
happenings that either peace or war, either the 
establishment of peace or the conduction of 
war is taking place without the concern of the 
U.N. It is mostly being done outside the U.N. 
Premises, or without the supervision of the 
United Nations Organisation. If the big 
powers had to come to an understanding in 
the Vietnam affair, or if the European 
security and peace are sought to be 
established through holding a conference, or 
if the war has taken place again between the 
Arab world and Israel, jn alt these three cases 
I find the U.N. is not in the picture; the U.N. 
is not taken seriously. It seems as though the 
United Nations is not the agency which is 
establishing peace but it is the Agreement 
between the big powers that is responsible for 
the establishment of peace or conduction ot 
war. Now, I want a significant change in this 
trend.    I want a change 

in such a situation. What role we can play is 
the most important thing. It is no use 
criticising anybody by calling him on bad 
name. It does not pay us. In fact our policies 
must have meaning. We most have our 
objectives clearly visible to us and we must 
always measure the progress in the march 
towards the achievement of those objectives. 

Sir, we want peace in the world in our own 
self-interest also because we do not want that 
in a poor country like ours the growth of the 
defence budget should be at the expense of the 
toiling millions. The minimum requirements of 
the toiling millions shall not be denied to them 
by the increase in the military budget. 
Therefore, we want relaxation in tension not 
only in the country but in the whole world 
because, as I said in the beginning, peace is 
indivisible. The basic thing here is, we are 
talking about disarmament, we are talking 
about understanding and co-operation. But are 
we talking in terms of reduction in the 
manufacture of weapons as such ? Sir, this is 
the most significant thing, the most important 
thing, that we have got to highlight. Now, in 
certain highly developed countries, their 
economy is dependent upon the defence 
industry. It there is no war in any part of the 
globe, there might be unemployment emerging 
there. So there might be pulls or pressures on 
the Governments to see that their interests do 
not suffer. And to that extent, those 
Governments contribute to increasing 
tensions. The basic thing, as I understand, is 
that we have got to build up world opinion and 
rouse world conscience on the question of 
manufacture and supply of weapons. 

Sir, you will find that as time passes ort, 
the tension is not only mounting but is 
coming nearer to our borders. What is 
happening in West Asia? Even the small 
countries are stockpiling weapons 
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beyond their requirements—countries like 
Kuwait, Iran and Saudi Arabia. They have got 
the purchasing capacity; they have got the 
scarce fuel with them. Now, when stockpiling 
takes place, we do not know what will happen 
at a future date. We are friendly with them 
now, there is no immediate danger. But we 
cannot be blind to these realities. When Mr. 
Pande says that we have discarded the policy 
of non-alignment, he should, first of all, 
understand before making that observation, 
what meaning it had. Non-alignment does not 
mean a passive expression. Non-alignment 
does not mean that we should be a helpless or 
a meek spectator of world happenings, when 
the world is moving in a wrong direction. 
When something is happening in our 
neighbourhood which is going to throw the 
globe into a confusion, we cannot keep quiet. 
How did non-alignment take its birth ? The 
world has now gone far away from those days 
when the world was parcelled into two blocs 
between the two big powers. Not aligning 
ourselves with any one bloc was, we thought, 
non-alignment. But now there are no blocs. 
There are no military groupings. The world 
has moved far awav from thai position. The 
centres of power are now many. What will 
happen with regard to the oil crisis in the next 
one decade, we do not know. What is going to 
happen to the military capability of 
industrially developed countries like Japan 
and countries of Western Europe, we do not 
know, because oil forms a very important 
ingredient in all these activities, industrial or 
military. So today we have to look to our 
region, to our neighbourhood. You know what 
happened in 1962. At that time many friends 
had remarked that India had no friends, that 
the policy of non-alignment had resulted in 
not having anv friends in the world.    It was a 
remark made 

by some parties at that time. To-day we make 
some bilateral arrangement for peace, 
friendship and co-operation. Again the same 
friends criticise that we have become aligned. 
What needs to be done is not only a reaction to 
a particular situation but also a positive act. 
Now, can Mr. Pande, or for that matter any 
other friend in the Opposition, say that there 
has been any inconsistency in the policies 
pursued in the last decade and a half ? Can any 
friend criticise that there is deviation from the 
policv that Nehru had presented to this 
country— Nehru, the father of our foreign 
policy ? I should say there has been perfect 
consistency. Even though some friends cri-
ticised us in the heat of the moment, later on 
they fell in line with us. Take the case of 
Bangla Desh. I was present in this House and I 
saw how friends Were pressurising |the 
Government to recognise Bangla Desh even 
before the appropriate time came. I know how 
they were pressurising the Governmen?, how 
some big countries criticised us that we made 
a military intervention in that country. But 
today a large num-bre of countries have 
recognised Bangla Desh though technically it 
is not admitted into the United Nations. And 
many countries came forward to help in its 
rehabilitation. Take the latest case of the 
Middle-East. In the war between the Arabs 
and the Israelis we stood by the Arabs-—for a 
just cause. What does Japan say today ? What 
does West Europe say today ? When oil has 
been used as a weapon, through coercion they 
are acting. But not by coercion we have 
agreed. Out of our own voluion, out of our 
own voluntary nature, because of our 
consistency in our policy, we felt that areas 
cannot be acquired by aggression. Therefore, 
what is wrong with our foreign policy 1 Our 
friendship with Soviet Russia does not prevent 
us from  improving  our  relations 
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[Shri V. B. Raju.] with   America   or   
our   relations  with China.   Therefore, at a 
particular point of time in history we have to 
act, and we   have  acted   correctly.    Then   
geography dictates that we and the USSR 
have got to share peace here.    It is a 
destiny.    It is a compulsion.    The res-
ponsibility lies on this  nation and   the 
USSR, to try for establishing a durable 
peace.    And in fact, Mr. Swaran Singh has 
been addressed as a person contributing for a 
durable peace or working for a durable 
peace, and he has been addressed as a 
durable Minister also.   I am sure his efforts 
will be crowned with success   definitely.     
In    fact,   what   in Nehru's time and Lal 
Bahadur Shastri's time we could not 
secure—relations with Pakistan as such—
today   our   relations with Pakistan are much 
better off.    Of course, there is much more to 
be done, I  know.    Therefore,  what we 
have to take note of is the changed world 
situation.   In this world situation what 1 find 
today is regional stability, regional peace, 
regional understanding.    From a global 
aspect to a  regional  position  we have come 
to.   It is not going back.   So we are   
looking to   our  neighbours.    Does not Mr. 
Pande agree that we are having more 
friendly relations with our neighbours and 
that our neighbours look to us  with a  better 
appreciation   ot   our stand ?   Does he not 
recognise that fact ? It is true  that  we  have  
not  been  able to  mend fences with China.    
But I do not know what hostility is there 
between China  and India.    Everytime we   
talk about it in this House.    We have still 
diplomatic relations.    We have not broken 
off diplomatic  relations.    The  only thing is 
a technical matter that we should send  an  
Ambassador   there   and  they should send 
an Ambassador here.   What else is there?   I 
do not think that we should   talk as   though   
there  is   some deep hostility between that 
country and this country... 

SHRI   NAWAL    KISHORE    (Uttar 
Pradesh):    It is not so simple. 

SHRI V. B. RAJU :   In the past we used to 
consider that whoever supported us on the 
question of our relations with Pakistan  was  
our friend and whoever did not support us on 
that matter was our enemy.    It is not a correct 
attitude. Every country has its own reasons and 
its own peculiar interests to be friendly or not 
to be friendly and what degree of friendship it 
should have with other countries is their   
affair.    You   cannot compel them.    So today 
if we can succeed   in  improving  our  
relations   with Pakistan, if we are able to build 
up an area of peace in our immediate neigh-
bourhood, we need not worry about our 
relations with China.    China itself will be 
anxious to secure   our   cooperation. If we are 
seeking Russian co-operation and if we need it 
and if we had it, it is for the mutual benefit.    
Even Soviet Russia requires our co-operation 
in their approach   to  Asian   affairs.    So,  it   
is mutual.    We  should  not say that  we have  
sold   ourselves.    How   does   the question of 
selling arise ?    It is  not a military pact under 
which we leave all our defence establishments 
and military installations to the care and 
supervision of any other country.   That will be 
degrading ourselves and it deserves self-
condemnation.    What 1 would plead is that 
our foreign policy has been consistent and it is 
correct.    Our attitude to our neighbours  
should  continue  to  be positive and   this    
bilateralism   or   our entering  into  certain   
agreements   with other countries for 
economic, technological   and cultural  co-
operation,  understanding and development is 
what every civilised   nation   should   do.    
There   is nothing wrong about it. 

Lastly, this country which has stood 
consistently for the establishment of peace 
should be able to speak from a 
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position of strength. Our internal I strength 
should give us capacity to influence our 
external relations. Unless this country is 
economically strong, our voice would not be 
listened to in the forums of the world. Now 
our external relations are excellent. Tt is time 
(hat we take advantage of our relations with 
friendly countries to improve our economy 
and to put our economy on even keel so that 
we can influence the world  affairs. 
SHRI M. RUTHNASWAMY (Tamil Nadu): 
Sir, from the introductory speech of the 
Minister of External !< Affairs, one finds that 
at the international scene there are some 
hopeful signs as well as some ominous signs. 
The hopeful signs are peace in India —also 
called sub-continent, a term which is used by 
the Minister of External Affairs and which 
appears almost on every page of the reports of 
the Ministry of External Affairs. 'Sub-
continent' is a term that is unknown to 
physical as well as to political geography. 
This word was used by the British in order 
[The Vice-Chairman    (Shri V. B. Raju) 
Vice-Chairman] 
to boost their importance and prestige as 
bearing the white man's burden in Indian sub-
continent. Therefore, they used that word. 
Why should we go on using this inelegant 
word is something which I cannot understand. 
Geography knows India only as a peninsula 
and it is a great peninsula. The word 'penin-
sula' should be substituted for the word 'sub-
continent' which is an ugly-looking word and 
unknown elsewhere. The hopeful signs, as I 
said, are peace in the Indian peninsula, peace 
between Pakistan    and    India,    peace    
between 
S India—not only peace, but friendship and 
active co-operation—and Bangla Desh. The 
rest of the hopeful signs are movement towards 
detente between Russia   and  West  Germany,  
of course 

at too high a price of recognition of East 
Germany by them, detente between USA and 
Russia and detente between China and the 
USA. These are all hopeful signs, pregnant 
with hopes of peace in the future. 

But there axe also ominous signs. First of 
all, war in West Asia. 

That war in West Asia served to increase 
the political prestige of India, the 
international prestige of India, because, Sir, 
by the Government of India's support of the 
Arabs against the Israelis in this recent war, 
India has made eternal friends with the Arab 
States and this is because of the fact that by 
the Government of India's support the morale 
of the Arab States was greatly increased and 
they recovered the military prestige that was 
lost by them during the previous war. 
Therefore, the Arab States will be eternally 
grateful to India and we have already gained 
by this gratitude of theirs because oil is 
coming freely to India unlike other countries. 

Then, Sir, the international prestige of India 
is also proved and illustrated by the number of 
missions and visits that India has had, a 
procession of emperors, kings. Prime Ministers 
and other ministries, who have been coming to 
India to discuss problems of world peace, 
economic cooperation and other subjects. The 
latest of these peace visits, of course, is the 
visit of the Communist Party chief of the 
Soviet Union, Mr. Brezhnev. Sir, it looked very 
much like a lovers' feast, this visit, I mean and 
it was not a friends' corner, as is illustrated by 
the welcome address which was delivered to 
him at a joint meeting of the Members of 
Parliament when the address of welcome 
looked more like the pleading of a forlorn lover 
to an indifferent person loved. But love is not 
an element in politics, much less in 
international politics, beacuse love is 
isolationist and will not tolerate any other 
rivals.    So, what 
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[Shri M. Ruthnaswamy.] is wanted is 
friendship between nations and, in fact, the 
essence of friendship is its many-sidedness. 
To depend on one friend is a dangerous 
move because if this friend deserts you, you 
are left with no other friends since others 
won't make up with you as you have 
depended on one single friend only. That is 
why while welcoming the treaty of friendship 
and economic co-operation with the Soviet 
Union, we, at least on this side of the House, 
will not be satisfied unless the treaties of 
friendship and mutual cooperation with the 
Soviet Union are balanced by similar treaties 
with the USA, with China and so on. 

SHRI MAHAVIR TYAGI: He is not 
wedded to Russia. 

SHRI M. RUTHNASWAMY: Our 
relations with the USA may be described as 
correct, but not cordial. So, if we are to 
benefit by this treaty with the Soviet Union, 
there must be a balance of treaties, one treaty 
counteracting the effect of another and to be 
solely dependent on one friend alone is, as I 
said, a great danger. 

SHRI MAHAVIR TYAGI:    Who is 
the beloved here? 

SHRI M. RUTHNASWAMY: In regard 
to the economic pact, the one objection that I 
have about it is that it is a pact with a highly 
industrialized country. The result of this pact 
will be a great leaning towards heavy 
industries, the basic industries as the Minister 
calls them, heavy electricals, heavy 
engineering goods. By an economic pact 
with a State like the Soviet Union, which is 
highly industrialized—and I would say the 
same thing about the USA because that is 
also a highly industrialized country—what 
we will get is greater emphasis upon 
production of heavy engineering goods and 
heavy industrial goods. This economic pact 
will be of no benefit to 

public works, rural industries, village in-
dustries, cottage industries. These will not be 
benefited by this economic pact with the 
Soviet Union. The vast majority of the 
population will not economically benefit from 
this economic pact. I would much prefer such 
economic treaties between countries that are 
similarly situated like France, like Denmark 
which has specialized in cattle industry, in 
dairy industry, with Italy. There is Japan 
which has specialized not only in large-scale 
industry but also small-scale industry. There is 
Switzerland. Much of its industry is 
distributed among cottages and villages. 
Many of the parts for heavy engineering are 
produced in villages and cottages in Japan as 
in Switzerland. That is why we should prefer 
economic pacts with such countries. 

Then comes the great problem of the Indian 
Ocean. I have always felt and said that it is 
no use prohibiting other countries from 
working in the Indian Ocean, because all 
oceans are high waterways and a great means 
of communication between continents. The 
Indian Ocean belongs to the world and any 
world power has a right to be active in the 
Indian Ocean. We cannot say that the 
Atlantic Ocean should be reserved for NATO 
powers, nor can we say that the Pacific 
Ocean should be reserved for the USA, 
because it has so many islands and 
settlements in the Pacific Ocean. Russia has 
brought its Navy in the Indian Ocean on 
friendly visits to Indian ports. And here I 
would like to say that in a recent article in 
October 1973 in the Swiss Review of World 
Affairs, a reputable international journal—in 
fact, it was recommended by the great French 
publicist, Raymon Aron as being a very 
impartial and independent journal on in-
ternational affairs—it was stated that there 
were Russian naval stations on the 
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is true. I would like to have a contradiction oi 
this fact. In the meantime, I have been 
relieved by the Prime Minister's statement, 
which also appeared not in an Indian paper 
but in the 'News week' of the USA, that she 
refused Mr. Brezhnev's request for dock 
facilities for the Russian fleet in India. . . 

SHRI C. D. PANDE:    That's    very good. 

SHRI M. RUTHNASWAMY:   What I was 
saying is that together with   the Russian 
presence and   the   U.S.A. presence in the 
Indian Ocean,   the   Indian presence in the 
Indian Ocean must be strengthened.    Our 
naval strength, especially our coastal defences, 
should    be strengthened.    Our naval station 
in the Andamans  should  be strengthened.    It 
would command entrance between   the 
South-East-Asia    seas    and    the Indian 
Ocean.   With regard to   the   collective 
security pact, which was also mooted by 
Secretary Brezhnev during his conversations 
with the Prime Minister and other leaders of 
the Government, I would ask why sombody 
else   from    outside Asia should take 
initiative in organising collective security in 
Asia.   The lead should be taken by an Asian 
power and India on account of its population 
and military strength should take the lead.   
The London Times wrote that India was the 
biggest military power in Asia at    present.   
India should have taken the lead in organising 
collective security in Asia. I am glad to know   
that although   the idea was mooted by 
Secretary Brezhnev, the Government   of   
India   under   the leadership of the Prime 
Minister did not go into the details and did not 
accept it as it was suggested.   So, Sir, my 
conclusion in regard to international affairs 
and  the Government's attitude to    the 
internal affairs is that it should always take an 
independent and impartial attitude, not 
committed to any one   power however 
friendly and great it may be because the 
friends of today become   the 

enemies of tomorrow. Therefore, our foreign 
policy should include, in its survey, the 
friendliness of as many powers as possible 
because then only India will be able to have 
an impartial and independent foreign policy 
and, as I said, one power will balance the 
other and keep India free from any commit-
ment. I hope and trust that the Minister of 
External Affairs will keep this view in mind 
and then whatever policy we follow in regard 
to international affairs, it will keep India free 
and independent in regard to formulation of 
such an important subject of administration 
as our foreign policy is.   Thank you. 

DR.    VIDYA    PRAKASH    DUTT 
(Nominated):   Mr.   Vice-Chairman,  Sir, I 
should like to begin by welcoming certain 
features of recent developments   on this sub-
continent or on this peninsula as my hon. 
friend would like to call it. May I add that a 
rose is a rose no matter what name you give 
it? I welcome the recent developments, 
particularly the efforts to break the impasse 
over an emotional  human    problem,    the 
initiative taken by our Government, the 
magnanimity of Sheikh Mujibur Rahman, 
good sense exhibited by Mr. Bhutto and the 
resolution of the problem of the prisoners of 
war, of Bengalis in Pakistan and of Pakistanis 
in Bangladesh which have further diffused the 
tensions in   this   area. Sir, I believe that the 
awareness is growing among the people of all 
the three countries of this area that basically 
they face   the   same   problems,   overcoming 
the    poverty,    liquidating    agricultural 
backwardness    and    emerging    into    a 
period   of   modern industrialisation.    I 
know, and we need have no illusions, that 
there are going to be road blocks, the path will 
be strewn by difficulties. Mr. Bhutto's recent 
statements on Kashmir are a rude reminder of 
the obstacles and the hurdles.   I think the best 
answer to Mr. Bhutto has already been given 
by 
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: "Physician, heal thyself. Put your own house 
in order first." The trouble with Mr. Bhutto or 
the trouble of Mr. Bhutto is that with his 
power base in Punjab, he is unwilling or un-
able to accommodate the rising demand of 
other regions for a place in the power structure 
of Pakistan and their increasing dissatisfaction 
at being treated like poor relations and second 
class citizens. Sir, if he can resolve that 
contradiction, he will not feel the need for 
diversionary moves, and the present 
statements on Kashmir are obvious 
diversionary tactics. 

However, I submit, Sir, that our sights need 
not be lowered and our perspective need not 
be dimmed by these difficulties. There can be 
only one sensible policy for India: firmness 
combind with flexibility, open-mindedness and 
open-heartedness combined with vigilance and 
preparedness for all eventualities. 

Sir, I also take this opportunity of wel-
coming the recent agreements with the Soviet 
Union, the visit of Mr. Brezhnev, and the Joint 
Declaration issued thereafter, as well as other 
agreements. I believe we need not be 
apologetic about our friendships, we need not 
be apologetic about a policy of extending the 
area of friendship, we, need not be apologetic 
about acquiring greater strength and leverage 
for ourselves. 

I should like to draw your attention, Mr. 
Vice-Chairman and the hon. Members, to the 
principles that this Joint Declaration has 
enunciated, for governing relations among all 
Asian countries, in fact, among all the 
countries of the world. And I am sorry that 
there was so little mention of these principles 
while we went on tilting at the wind-mills, at 
phrases and words which are not there in the 
Declaration at all. And I should like to draw 
the attention of the hon. House to these 
principles, which I may sum up as broad 
development   of   mutually benefi- 

cial co-operation and the strengthening peace 
and stability in Asia through common efforts 
by all the States of Asia, creation of 
conditions to permit the people to live in peace 
and good neighbourliness and use of man-
power and material resources of the countries 
in this area for for solving social and economic 
problems, and for the uplift of their economy 
and culture, renunciation of the use of force, 
inviolability of borders, non-interference in the 
internal affairs of other countries, and broad 
development of economic and other co-
operation on the basis of equality and mutual 
benefit. Sir, no principle has been sacrificed 
here, and no policy has been violated. And the 
position of India has been undermined in no 
way. These are unexceptionable principles. 
These are the principles with which we can go 
to the Asian countries and for which we can 
work among the Asian countries for bringing 
about this kind of a situation which the Joint 
Communique has talked about. My hon. 
friend, Mr. Ruthnaswamy may be correct in 
saying that the Asian countries should take the 
initiative, and I do believe that the Soviet 
Union is also an Asian country. However, I do 
agree that the Asian countries should take the 
initiative but I am saying, here is the initiative 
and here are the principles enunciated by the 
Prime Minister of India along with the leader 
of the Soviet Union, the principles to which 
nobody can take any exception, the principles 
whose great merit is that they are not based on 
any negative approach, they are not based on 
any antagonistic approach to any other country. 
They are not based on a militaristic approach 
or on an approach of conflict and prejudice. 
They are based on an approach which I would 
describe as calling for broad economic co-
operation and general friendship among all 
Asian countries. Now, this, I think, is 
something which nobody ought to take 
exception to. 
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Sir, I submit that there is no need to mix up 
the question of relations with the Soviet 
Union with that of relations with China.   
Unfortunately, we keep on doing that.   
Unfortunately, even mv friends of the C.P.M. 
whenever they mention   the Soviet Union, 
they find it obligatory   to mention the 
Peoples Republic of China also.   I submit 
that there is no need at all for doing this.    
There is    no    need whatsoever for our 
mixing up   the   two. Our relations with the 
Soviet Union do not and should not stand in 
the way of our relations with China.    Sir, 
China is a great neighbour of ours with an 
ancient civilisation and a great deal of current 
potential power.   For the peace of Asia and 
the world, I am convinced that   it would be   
in    the interests of both the countries that 
they should have normal friendly relations.    
But, I should like to add for the   benefit   of   
those   of   my friends—who have gone away 
now and who are all the time mixing up the 
issue of our relations with the Soviet   Union 
and China that our problem with China or 
Chinese problem with us has nothing to   do   
with   our relationship with   the Soviet 
Union.   It is not the Indo-Soviet Treaty or the 
Indo-Soviet Joint Declaration which stands in 
the way of normalisation   of   relations with 
China.    It   is Peking's primary   and   
priority commitment to Pakistan which is the 
main obstacle at present.    I can assure you 
that Chinese are not responding to our over-
tures not because of    the    Indo-Soviet 
Treaty but because they do not want to 
confuse and annoy Pakistani opinion at this 
time.   They will respond when they are 
certain of the situation at that front. 
Therefore, Sir, I cannot conceive of anybody 
advocating a policy which says that by 
closing your   existing options,   you open up 
new ones, which says shut the door to a friend 
in order to have friendship with another  
country, which  says that the bird in hand is 
not worth two 

in the bush that are more beautiful and 
therefore should be striven for. Well, Sir, I do 
not regard this policy as a reasonable or 
sensible policy for any country to adopt. In 
fact, the policy that all countries of the world 
are adopting is, that they are keeping existing 
options and opening ones, and keeping friends 
and reducing animosities with others. This is 
a policy which we also must adopt. 

Sir, I should like to say a word or two about 
the Indian Ocean. There is no doubt that we 
are extremely concerned about the problem of 
the Indian Ocean, about foreign armed as now 
sailing up and down the Indian Ocean, about 
arms being inducted into this area far beyond 
the legitimate needs of the countries around it. 
Only yesterday I saw in the International 
Herald that the Defence Secretary of the 
United States had said in a statement On 30th 
November that the aircraft carrier Hancock and 
a task force of supporting ships sent to the 
Indian Ocean during the Middle-East war will 
be replaced soon by another task force 
commanded by the carrier Oriskany. Then he 
goes on to add: "We are all aware of the 
growing interests that obtains in the Indian 
Ocean as a result of events that have occurred 
over the past four weeks. We intend that our 
visits to the Indian Ocean will be more regular." 

5 P.M. 

Now, Sir, I may say we are flattered with 
their intention to visit us but I would like to 
see a visit of a different kind. In regard to the 
question that my hon. friend raised here the 
whole problem is not whether other countries 
should have access to the Indian ocean or not 
but what kind of presence they will have. Will 
they have their armeda and warships sailing 
all round or will they treat this ocean for 
communications and for extending goodwill?   
Therefore, 
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I would appeal to the United States that they 
should visit us as friends and not with 
warships. 

i am glad that the communique, the joint 
declaration that has been signed, is an 
advance on the previous Soviet decision. 
The Soviet Union has agreed with the Indian 
Government that they will work towards the 
solution of the problem of making the Indian 
Ocean a region of peace. I hope the Soviet 
Union will be even more forthcoming in the 
future so that all countries of the world can 
work together. In any case, all countries 
which are situated on the Indian Ocean 
region should cooperate with each other in 
seeing to it that the tensions do not increase. 

Sir, I might add here in passing, I do not 
see what is humilating if we have concluded 
an agreement by which the Bhilai Steel Plant 
will increase its steel production from 2.5 
million to 7 million tonnes and the Bokaro 
Steel Plant from 4 million to 10 million ton-
nes. In other words, the total production there 
in the two plants will increase-from 6 million 
to 17 million tonnes. Now, Sir, 1 do not see 
what is humiliating about it, as my hon. friend 
mentioned here. What is humilating about the 
creation, construction and expansion of oil 
refineries, ot copper mining complex, of 
petro-chemical complex, of electrical goods 
manufacturing enterprises and so on and so 
forth? Sir, these are the things which form the 
strength of a country and which will help us to 
be j self-reliant and to be independent of other 
countries of the world, including the countries 
that they have in mind. 

Sir, I would like to make the last point. I 
hope you will allow me a few minutes to 
mention this point because I would like to    
give a    slightly different 

perspective, a slightly different analysis of the 
international situation. Sir, J believe that every 
country, and certainly our country, must keep 
a certain conceptual framework tor our foreign 
policy, that we must have a certain perspective 
tor our foreign policy, that we must have clear 
goals and objectives and not fall in the trap of 
ad-hocism. Therefore, if we study the whole 
movement of contemporary international 
relations, the development of the international 
situation from the last two decades and project 
into the next two decades then I should submit 
with all humility to my hon. Minister and the 
hon. State Minister for External Affairs who 
are far more knowledgeable than I am, that the 
entire history of the last two decades and the 
projection in the next two decades show that it 
is a movement from the cold war in the past to 
detente at present to disengagement in the 
future, from alignment in the past to non-
alignment at present to a general unalignment 
in the future, from by-polar in the past to 
multi-polar at present to a diffused power 
structure in the future. This is the perspective 
that, I believe, we should keep before us. This 
is the objective for which we must work and I 
must say that the vision of Jawaharlal Nehru 
approximates reality ever more closely than 
before. 

Sir, all along in the last two decades the 
main effort of the big powers has been to 
control the international system, to manipulate 
the international system, interventionsim—
structuring the external political, military 
environment and determining the behaviour of 
other countries either in collaboration or in 
conflict or in contention. 

This has been the main underlying 
dimension of US policies and the policies of 
the big Powers. But, Sir, every development in    
recent times    has shown 
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that the   entire    weapon   system,    the  ; 
nuclear weapons, the    ballistic missiles, all 
these have precipitated   a movement 
towards unalignment, an inevitable dis-
integration of the old international system 
and the recreation of a new international 
system in which larger number of countries 
will play an increasing role. Therefore, Sir, 
without trying to simplify the issues and 
without ignoring the role of the military 
while   we do keep our military preparedness 
in shape we must also have this larger 
perspective in view what is happening before 
us in the world today and what will happen 
in the coming years is that the rising cost of 
the application of power and the diminishing 
value of its effect and potency will bring 
about a transformation of the international 
situation.   Today as a   result of this 
realisation they have come to what is called a 
five-power multi-polar world, that is, United    
States,    Soviet Union, France, Britain,    
Japan and    China.    I would like to submit 
that this is only a transitional    phase;    this 
is   an interim period.    We   are    moving   
on and we should have    that perspective in   
mind that we are moving on to a   period in 
which even this 5-polar world will dissolve 
and will be further diffused into a world of 
many powers. 

I would therefore, finally suggest to the 
Government that keeping in view all this we 
must adopt a multi-dimensional foreign 
policy. Today I do not have the time to spell 
it out but I would like to say that there 
should be five ends of this multi-dimensional 
foreign policy. One end reaches out to our 
neighbours, South East Asian countries, 
Asian, African and Latin American 
community. This is the area where we with 
our strength and power consolidate their 
gains and where they with their power, 
whatever it is, come to our side. Tbe second 
is our relatious with the Soviet P—39 
R.S.S./73 

Union; the third, our relations with the United 
States and China; fourth, our relations with 
Japan; and fifth, our relations with Europe. 
This is the Kind of multi-dimensional foreign 
policy with five ends that we should develop. 
Without going into details—1 will use some 
other opportunity here and elsewhere to spell 
out these ideas—I would like to say that 
unless we develop with full complexity and 
finesse this multidimensional and multiple 
relationship we will not be able to face the 
challenges of today. 

Thank you. 

DR. V. A. SEYID MUHAMMAD (Kerala): 
Mr. Vice-Chairman, within the very limited 
time available to me it is not possible even to 
touch the extensive panorama of external 
affairs that have been dealt with here. I shall 
therefore confine myself to a narrow compass, 
namely, the relationship of India with the 
Soviet Union which has been made the target 
of attack from that side of the House. The 
democrat, Mr. C. D. Pande—he was very 
particular to point out that he was a democrat 
so that we may not have any doubt on this 
point—made a serious attack against the 
Agreements and the Declaration which have 
recently been entered into and made at the 
time of Mr. Brezhnev's visit. 

One of the points made is that by becoming 
closer to Russia we have abandoned our policy 
of non-alignment. As has already been pointed 
out by you, Mr. Vice-Chairman, up to this time 
the complaint was that being nonalign-ed we 
have no friends. Now, having got a friend, the 
complaint is that thereby we ar eabandoning our 
non-alignment policy. To me it sounds to be an 
extreme-[ ly confusing conundrum. There must 
be • an    explanation   to   this     coundrum, 
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to this confusing situation. The explanation is 
that certain words for which we have certain 
meanings, have different meanings to the 
democrat Mr. Pande and his party. When he 
says an unfriendly attitude towards a parti-
cular country, Mr. Vice-Chairman, you know 
which country that is. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B. 
RAJU): I think this is an occasion when there 
is not a single Member of tne opposition here. 

DR. V. A. SEYID MUHAMMAD: When 
they use the expression 'committed to a 
particular country', we know what that 
particular country is. It is really an extremely 
sad situation. Whatever we do is wrong. It is 
like saying: Heads 1 lose, tails you win. If we 
are friendly, we lose our non-alignment. If we 
continue to be non-aligned, we are losing 
friends. 

Now, 1 come to the specific complaint made 
by him. I do not think my respected and hon. 
friend has spent any time analysing the 
conditions laid down in the various 
agreements. He has made particular reference 
to the agreement on planning between the 
USSR and India. His allegation is because of 
this planning we will become—the expression 
'satellite' was not used in that connection, but 
it is obvious what is meant because by tliat 
time the hon. Minister of External Affairs 
objected to his using that expression in 
reference to other countries. What was meant 
was that by entering into this agreement we 
have become a satellite or a country sub-
ordinate to Russia. I do not know How that is 
so. What does this particular agreement, to 
which he has referred, say? It says in article 1 
that there shall be a study group. Its function is 
to exchange experience ind knowledge on 

the subjects enymerated therein. He also used 
the word 'humiliating'. I shall refer to it later 
on. I do not know since when exchanging 
knowledge and information has become 
humiliating. As you know, this is a country 
where emperors have discarded their crown, 
sword and robe to go and learn at the feet of 
savants and imbibe knowledge. I do not know 
how exchange of knowledge has become 
humiliating. How does it make a country 
subordinate? How does it make country a 
satellite? I am unable to appreciate it. I shall 
point out what is meant by a humiliating act. 
In fact, regarding the visit of Mr. Brezhney, the 
Newsweek of America, emanating from that 
Mecca of democracy, and of my friend, the 
democrat Mr. Pande, jubilantly said that Mr. 
Brezhnev has completely failed in his mission. 
One reason is he did not get port facilities in 
India and secondly the Asia Security idea was 
not sold here. That is the assessment of 
Newsweek wliich is emanating from the Mecca 
of democracy. Let us not try to be more loyal 
than the king. I can point out that when we try 
to be more loyal than the king, then we enter 
into a situation which is humiliating. Imbibing 
knowledge and exchanging knowledge is not 
humiliating. Now, we know very well who are 
our friends and who have been our friends 
consistently. 

Since 1955 onwards in the Security Council 
whenever the Kashmir question arose Russia 
was with us. On a number of occasions Russia 
used the veto. Thus it prevented the 
American-sponsored and engineered attempt 
to pass a resolution wanting a plebiscite in 
Kashmir. Then again when the Goa question 
came and America declared that Goa is a pro-
vince of Portugal thereby suggesting that even 
the operative clauses of the NA. TO. Pact 
could be invoked against India, at that  time  
also    that    Russia 
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stood with us. I need not repat the occasions. 
Whenever an occasion arose to uphold the 
prestige of India in the international forums, 
whether it is the Indo-China Commission, 
whether it is at the time of the Disarmament 
Conference, whether it is at the time when 
the American interference in the Lebanon 
and Jordan came, on all these occasions 
Russia stood with us and tried to back us to 
the hilt. In the United Nations in 1971 when 
the Bengladesh question was there, it is 
recorded history how Russia stood with us. 
And was the role being played by the 
democratic country and the friends of our 
democrat Mr. Pande? These are well known 
facts. Simply because we enter into closer re-
lations how can it become objectionable and  
we become satellite immediately. 

We have been studying the Asian Security 
idea. While agreeing on many points with 
Mr. Sardesai who spoke on the subject, he 
made an extremely earnest attempt to sell the 
idea of Asian Security. But I do not know 
how we can accept that idea. The idea of 
Asian Security started in 1969. The first time 
it was pronounced at the International 
Communist Conference. Then in Moscow 
Mr. Brezhnev made a speech. Subsequently 
also at the Soviet Trade Unions' Conference 
Mr. Brezhnev elaborated it. From all this 
what picture emerges? It is essentially the 
picture of the Bandung principles. In the 
international sphere it is the peaceful coexist-
ence. In his speech which he made to the 
Joint Session of Parliament he brought out 
two points which he has not mentioned 
earlier. Those points are: (1) peace in the 
Indian Ocean, and (2) Furtherance of this 
idea which is only an elaboration of the 
previous idea. If that is so, it would show 
how much of it we have accepted and how 
for we 
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are wedded to the principles of peaceful co-
existence. Then why this special appellation, 
"Asian Security"? That is what we fail to 
understand. If Asian Security is substantially 
the same as the previous principle which have 
been accepted as the Bandung principles, then 
why this appellation, "Asian Security"? There 
the difficulty arises. Mr. Sardesai asked what is 
our objection about "Security", why should we 
object to the word? I can remind him of one 
thing. I do not know whether he was a party to 
that discussion about naming the Communist 
Party. When a proposal came to. name the 
Communist Party of India, there was a section 
which said that it must be the Indian 
Communist Party while the other section said 
that it was a dangerous thing and that the name 
should be the Communist Party of India. If the 
words have no meaning and no significance, 
why should his party object to it? Even though 
we accept the basic principles, the expression 
"Asian Security" has got certain other 
significance which we have to consider. Let us 
not be taken merely as persons who are really 
having a sort of jugglery with words. 

It is not that we are taking objection 
unnecessarily to the words "Asian security". As 
I said, if those principles are accepted, why 
should it be sold in a new bottle called "Asian 
security"? Let us continue the Bandung 
principles. Why this new garb and why this 
insistence that the expression "Asian security" 
should be accepted? There is much more than 
mere wording here. The words have a 
significance. They have been deliberately 
used. Even though Mr. Brezhnev has declared 
more than once tbat it does not connote a 
military alliance, it does not connote a military 
bloc, it is a matter which India has seriously  
to   consider.   If  the   principles 
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are the same, we have no objection to "Asian 
security". It is not easy for Mr. Sardesai or his 
party to say that because they accept these 
words, these words do not mean anything. 
They do mean something.   That is our 
difference. 

Then I must tell this House another thing. 
Now, regarding this agreement with Russia, 
the allegation has been made that thereby we 
are merely making this country a subject-
country of Russia. When Nixon goes to 
China, it is good. When Nixon goes to Russia, 
it is equally good. When Mr. Breznev goes to 
America, it is excellent. But when Mr. 
Brezhnev comes here and we have a mutual 
aid agreement, it becomes subordination of 
this country. I do not understand this logic. I 
remember in this connection a joke which was 
prevailing about Mr. Churchill during the pre-
independence days. It was said that if Mr. 
Churchill was occasions to use the word 
"India", he always gargled with potassium 
permanganate. Similarly, I feel that here the 
main objection is not the principle, not the 
terms of the agreement, not he effect of the 
agreement but that we should have nothing to 
do with Russia, which is abominable and 
objectionable to them. (Time-bell rings) I am 
sure most of our friends here, our democrats, 
have come here with a considerable quantity of 
potassium permanganate in their pockets so 
that immediately after the debate is over, they 
can go through the Churchillian operation.    
Thank you. 

SHRI ABU ABRAHAM (Nominated): Mr. 
Vice-Chairman, Sir, as has been already said, 
1973 has been an important year in 
international affairs. It has seen the 
development of the detente between the 
United States of America   and   China.    It 
has seen the 

growing co-operation between India and 
Soviet Russia which was formalised and 
further strengthened by Mr. Brezhnev's 
recent visit to this country. This year also 
witnessed the war in the Middle-East. 
Whether this can be called a positive or a 
negative feature, speaking in the context of 
the broad pattern of history, will depend on 
the outcome of the negotiations that are to 
take place. 

Internally 1973 was a very bad year for us. It 
has seen a kind of stagnation in the industrial 
and economic field and also much restlessness 
and violence among the people. Nevertheless, it 
is something on which we can congratulate 
ourselves, that our internal weak' nesses have 
not diminished the strength of our foreign 
policy. Our foreign policy, Sir, has indeed 
shown in the last two years a steadiness and a 
maturity that in a way reflects our inner 
strength and the influence that India has 
gradually built up over the years in the inter-
national field. It can be said that our foreign 
policy is in effect a blend to-day of our basic 
ideals and a healthy pragmatism. To-day, if I 
may say so, it has a personality that is much 
more clearly defined than it was before. We are 
not a big power, but we have come to be in 
international affairs a big influence. And with 
the growing relaxation of tensions between the 
big powers, we have an opportunity to use this 
influence for achieving a lasting peace in the 
world and co-operation between nations. Our 
Government's policy in the West Asian crisis 
is, to my mind, a good example of how our 
self-interest has coincided with the ideals 
which we have always followed in world 
affairs. Despite much criticism from various 
quarters, our Government has consistently 
supported the Arab cause, and in doing so, I 
believe that they were not only morally I and 
politically correct, but they   were 
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also acting in the best interests of India and of 
Asia.    But whether this policy is accepted by 
the vast majority of our people or not I do not 
know.   But that should not worry the 
Government unduly.    A foreign policy cannot 
be run on the basis of opinion polls.   There 
are some people, of course, who argue that 
every decision  the Government    takes should 
reflect public  opinion.    It  may be desirable if 
it can be so.   But in international affairs it is 
not only    not feasible, but can also be very 
dangerous. Therefore, the Government need 
not be too worried about the criticisms of the 
"West Asian policy in a section of the press 
and from Opposition parties. The Jana  Sangh  
seems  to  think  that  any country that does 
not support us in our confrontation or disputes 
with Pakistan should not receive any support 
from us. If this  principle  is  followed what an 
extra-ordinary confusion  and  chaos  it will 
create in our international dealings! If a 
foreign policy is as simple as that, that every 
country if it does not support us in this or that 
situation, we are going to be hostile to it, then 
there is no going to send our ambassadors or 
mission staff, what all we need to have a 
ministry of external affairs.    No need to have 
ambassadors and expensive staff. All we have 
to do is to make a list of our  enemies, our 
enemies' friends  and enemies' enemies, and 
then say, we support this country or we do not 
support that country and so on and   so forth. 
This is the diplomacy of   the   market place.   
It is a kind of gang warfare.   I think the 
Ministry of External Affairs might consider 
taking some greater pains to educate the public 
on certain details of our foreign policy and the 
reasoning behind it.    The  Ministry spends 
much money on external publicity to project 
our point of view abroad.   We also need some 
internal publicity on external mat- 

ters.    The man in the street in  India assumes 
that all Arabs are Muslims and simply because 
they are Muslims they support Pakistan, and 
because of Pakistan we cannot support the 
Arabs.   This is a crude way of choosing sides   
and deciding issues.   In any case, we should 
remember that not all Arabs are Muslims.    
Many Arabs are Christians and they are no 
less opposed to Israel than their Muslim 
brethren.   The Arab case is simple and 
fundamental.    It is this that there was once a 
State called Palestine, one of the most ancient 
States in West Asia with a civilisation dating 
back to a few thousand years.      And    this 
State has now been virtually destroyed and the 
people displaced and their property taken 
away.    Millions have been thrown into the 
desert to fend for themselves.    The 
intellectuals and the well-to-do have gone to 
Lebanon and other neighbouring countries.    
The peasants, deprived of their lands, have 
been rotting for the last many years in the wild 
deserts of Jordan.    They once lived in 
Palestine and cultivated their lands. They now 
neither land nor a nationality.    I think this is 
perhaps the only instance in history where an 
entire nation has been eliminated and a new 
nation with a new population established in 
that region.    What we think of certain Arab 
States or what certain Arab Statas think about 
us is  quite irrelevant  as  far as the  question 
of Palestine is concerned. In fact, this is not a 
dispute between the 
Arabs and the Israelis at all. It is not a 
dispute over a piece of territory which both 
sides are claiming. This is a case of the 
assertion of Palestinian nationalism and the 
attempt of the Palestinians, with the help of 
other Arab countries of course, to restore 
their rights. Surely this is a legitimate and 
fundamental aspiration. Therefore, we should 
not confuse our thinking by bringing in 
irrele- 
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like religion and religious loyalties into this 
question. If religion comes into the picture at 
all, it is only in the sense that there is much 
in common in the traditions of the Jewish, 
Christian and Muslim religions. 

Palestine is important not only to the Jews, 
but also to  Muslims throughout the world and 
also to Christians.    In Palestine Christians, 
Jews and Muslims lived for centuries in peace 
and harmony and have  shared the common 
history and culture of the region.    Therefore, 
to discuss  the  Palestenian   question  in 
religious terms is to confuse the main issue 
which is, as I said, the restroration of Palestine 
to  the  Palestenians.    But I agree, and most 
Arabs also agree today, that it is not possible 
to undo Israel or to rectify the original mistake 
of the establishment of Israel.   But what 
world opinion and the big powers can achieve 
is to compel Israel to give up the territories 
they took by force in 1967 so that at least a 
smaller State of Palestine can be established 
where at least a proportion  of those who have  
been  thrown out can be settled again. 

West Asian peace is linked with the future 
of the whole of Asia and it is of vital 
importance to the creation of a united Asia. 
Asian unity is an ideal tbat we should pursue, 
whatever may be the temporary difficulties. 
Ultimately such an ideal can be achieved only 
when Soviet Russia and China come to better 
understanding and co-operation. 

It could well be that India may have a role to 
play in this matter; but meanwhile I think it is 
important that we make our best efforts to 
improve our relations with China, no matter 
what the present relations between Soviet 
Russia and China may be. I do hope that the 
close ties that we have between 

our country and the Soviet Union will not 
inhibit us from establishing   better 
understanding with China and I hope that the 
Soviet leaders will also see that it is in their 
interest and in the larger interests of Asia   that 
they should welcome better relations between 
India and China.    Some friends of Soviet 
Russia in India are in the habit of saying that 
the time is not opportune for establishing 
closer relations with China.    There is no 
opportune time for friendship and peace.   All 
times are good enough. We should not be 
unduly hurt by some of the    abrasive    
remarks   coming   from Peking.   We should 
try and understand their point of view and 
some of their fears, which I think are 
legitimate fears and natural fears, and work    
towards the ideal of Asian unity and co-opera-
tion.    May I also say that no matter how 
preoccupied we are with our relations with the 
larger powers, we should not lose sight of the 
fact that we have many smaller countries as 
our    neighbours with whom it is necessary to 
establish better relations. 

Australia, Sir, is not an Asian country. But 
under its new Prime Minister, Mr. Whittam, 
it has shown a deep interest in regional co-
operation and development. We should, 
therefore, develop closer relations with 
Australia. 

Asian unity may seem at present a remote 
idea, but in a rapidly changing world, I think 
it can be achieved in our own life time. 

I would like to conclude by quoting a 
passage from a book by the late Mr. Lester 
Pearson of Canada.   He says: The true 
realist is the man who see things both as 
they are and as they can be.    In every 
situation, there is a possibility of 
improvement—in every life the hidden 
capacity for something 
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better.    True realism involves a dual 
vision, both sight and insight. 
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JOINT INDO-CZECHOSLOVAK 
DECLARATION AND AGREEMENTS 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B. 
RAJU): Now the Minister of External Affairs 
to make a statement. 

THE MINISTER OF EXTERNAL 
AFFAIRS (SARDAR SWARAN SINGH): 
Sir, I have the honour to lay on the Table of 
the House a copy of the Joint Indo-
Czechoslovak Declaration, signed today, by 
ihe Prime Minis- 

ter, Shrimati Indira Gandhi, on behalf of the 
Government of India, and Dr. Gustav Husak, 
General Secretary of the Central .Committee of 
the Czechoslovak Communist Party and 
Chairman of the National Front of the 
Czechoslovak Socialist Republic, on behalf of 
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic. 

Apart from the Joint Declaration, the 
following other agreements were also 
concluded during General Secretary Gustav 
Husak's visit: They are—the Third Agreement 
on Economic Collaboration between India and 
the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic and a Pro-
tocol on Economic, Scientific and Technical 
Cooperation between India and 
Czechoslovakia. 

Copies of these are also being laid on the 
Table of the House. [Placed in Library.    See 
No. LT-5903/73.] 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI V. B. 
RAJU): The House stands adjourned till 11 
A.M. tomorrow, the 6th December, 1973. 

The House then adjourned at 
fifty one minutes past five of the 
clock till eleven of the clock on 
Thursday, the 6th December, 1973. 
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